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When quali ty,
strength, and 

/
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas are
your f irst choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such
variety; four distinctly different series:

.the Truss-Ribbed Classic,

.the Courier Deliverable Eclipse,

.the Stretch Formed Hydro,

.the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
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ECLIPSE
S E R I E S

CLASSIC
SERIES

,r*affi":,  
HYDRO Distributed in New Zealandby

Bay Satellite TV Ltd. PO Box 14050 Hastings
Tel: 64-6-878-908 I Fax: 64-6-878-5994

Paraclipse Inc. ,,;,
2271 2gthAvenue East. Columbus. Nebraska USA68@
Telephone: (402) 563-3625 FAX: (402) 564-2109

industry standard in its class, worldwide.
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SatFACTS
MONTfILY

SaIFACTS Monthly is
published 12 times each year

(on or about l5th
of each month) by

Far North Cablevision, Ltd.
This publication is dedicared

to the premise that as
we enter the 2l st century,

ancient 20th century notions
concerning borders and

boundaries no longer define
a person's horizon. In the air,

all around you, are
microwave signals carrying
messages of entertainrneRt,
information and education.

These messages are available
to anyone willing to install
the appropriate receiving

equipment and, where
applicable, pay a monthly or

annual fee to receive the
content of the messages in
the privacy of their own

home. Welcome to the 2lst
century-awoddwithout
borders, a world without

boundaries.
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COOP'S COMMENT
I am not ashamed to admit my own lack of

computer l i teracy. Close friends such as Mark
Long chide me constantly for my failure to use
e-mail or have in house access to Internet (in
the latter case several loyal readers keep me
amply supplied with lnternet offerings). Gay
and I have several sound reasons for avoiding
these latest trends in technology but they shall
remain private for now.

As a small town cable TV operator, I pride
myself in offering a very high level of service to
our subscribers. Presently this amounts to 39
channels of TV in a region of New Zealand
where most people have only 3 off-air channels (a few have 2 or just 1). When lbegan
to learn the detail of the MediaNet Net On Air i lnternet) service in August I started to
work it into my conversations with cable subscribers. "Do you use lnternet?,,was mv

opening quest ion.  lusual ly  manage to f ind mysel f  ins ide a subscr iber 's
home 10-15 times each week and conversations tend to be about tne
weather or someone asking why RAJ-TV has disappeared from channel
49. f estimate 25o/o oI my cabre subscribers have a pc and 10oo/o of
these bitch and moan about the rocar rerecom rate of NZ$4.95 per hour
for access. That 25o/o of my cable subs have a pc and use Internet was

a shock to me since as recently as 1990 communities in my area sti l l  had a human
being operated manual switchboard for their telephones (,,operator - what number doyou wish please?.... Just a moment while lconnect you.,,l

My informal survey of cable customers tells me that lOOo/o of those equipped with a
PC and already owning a modem for Internet wil l at least trial Net on Air via Deutsche
weffe on our cable channel 24. I am shocked by this. perhaps Gay and I need to
rethink our own reasons for not being a part of Internet and e-mail if people who need
help turning on their cable converters are already equipped for Internet. somehow
Internet has failed to "grab us" and I ponder why this is so. perhaps because we are
both l icensed 'ham operators' and can hop on 20 meters and chat with somebody in
London or Houston at wil l is a part of the reason. Perhaps because we have so much
television choice in our home that we don't feel as isolated as others. perhaps because
we have in our l i fetimes travelled far and wide and explored in "real t ime" hundreds of
mini-worlds which others can only imagine or surf on Internet.

I am bothered by this strange intense interest in the new Net On Line offering. Are
these people modern day explorers hunkered over a magic keyboard that transports
them to distant points at wil l? lf these cable subscribers have tried Internef via
Telecom and find it wanting, wil l they l ikewise find Net On Air via Deutsche Welle
wanting as well?

So we wil l be the first cable system in Asia and the Pacific to offer Net On Air
service to our subscribers and wil l even install a terminal in our home. lt 's not quite
e-mail to the world but for us it wil l be a significant step into the 21st centurv." lnternet? Connect me to Paris, pleasel,'

l i! ; November lS, 1996
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-ON THE COVER-
German engineer Horst Wieser (Wieser Electronic, Nuernberg) ai Dumaguete City, philippines installing 2m
dish for European Bouquet. As you read this, he is installing a similar system in Fergana, Usbekistan for a
German company building a tile plant there. Horst will speak at SPRSCS 'g7 on several topics including

detailing the new MediaNet Net 0n Air internet service via satellite
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Council 0rders Dish Removal
"My d-t' s* 

''t 
3St tt d titting iust above my

garage. Council asked me t0 place an application
for the dish which I did. Then after receipt of the
application, it was cancelled and I was told to
remove it within 60 days. Can you help me solve
this problem?"

N. Sivanthas
M.K.S. Enterprises, Berwick, Vic, Australia

SF asked the City of Gasey for their reasons
in denying this application. The City said, "(1)

The erection 0f the satellite dish will be
detrimentalto the amenitY of the

neighbourhood; (21 The erection of the
satellite dish will detract from the visual

environment and character of the
neighhourhood; (3) The size and height of the
dish is inappropriate in a residential area." 0f
interest. the Sivanthas antenna application

was thoroughly studied by the Gouncil
Planning Committee which recommended
approval of the application subiect to some

conditions. The full Council decided to ignore
the Gommittee's recommendation and simply
turned down the application. The subiect of
denied permission to grant dish applications

throughout Australia and New Zealand
remains hotly debated and timely. We
welcome reports from others who are

currently experiencing problems as well as
those who are having no problems' Someplace
in the middle of all of this may be a range of

solutions.
Thailand Calling

"We are very interested as a SaIFACTS
subscriber to learn all we can about digital
transmission systems; in particular, the symbol
rate and FEC for various transponders I services."

Pitsanu TeerarojPong
Poly Communications Co., Ltd., Bangkok, Thailand

SF has puhlished the latest digital tuning
parameters since our July issue. This month's

listing is expanded (p. 26) and is certain to

grow with digital programming launches.
lndovision in SW Old

"l am interested in the likely reception of HB0/
TNTI ESPNI Discovery channels from Palapa C2 in
the far Southwest of Oueensland. Here near
Gympie, HB0 and TNT are P5 while Discovery and
ESPN have trouble staying locked and are only P2.

.LETTERS/ continued P. 4-

UPDffE
1 NOVEMBER 1 5,  1996 I

Russian Express 6 at 80E began test transmissions October 30 although the first

repgrts came gnly from European, Middle East observers (on the satellite's C'band
northern coverage beams). Signals on 3820/1F1320 and 402511F1125 are "lgud and

clear." South Pacif ic observers should watch 3 7 25/l F 1 425, 37 7 Sllt 137 5,

382511F1325, 387511F1275, 492511t1125, 402511F1025 and 0f course the 36.7 dBw

high power channel at 367511F1475.
RAJ.TV disappeared from 130E with little notice October 13, reappeared for few

hours 14th and then off. Service has moved to 142'4E (northern zone beam, IF1420)

and can not be watched with any but large dishes in NZ, very poorly in Australia.

Reason? Read on ...
l30E ex-Rimsat bird has been leased to Filipino Agila Satellite Gorp at 153E for

interim use untilAgila launches their own $ + Ku bird now scheduled for mid 1997.

Russians were scheduled to move 130E to 153E weekend of 0ctober 28th but at

least one Australian observer found it still at old position 0ctober 30th with Laos TV.

Russians have many gptigns for 130E; abandon it, sell location t0 gne 0f several
pgtential Asian suitors, place next Express bird there. Ex'Rimsat R41 from 130E

meanwhile willend up in mid-1997 with +/. 1.5 degree inclination, nearing end of

useful lifetime for dishes of 2m size that cannot track orbit. Where will go after Agila

has own bird at 153E is also unknown, prgbably even by Russians. There are no

announced Agila plans to fire-up old RAJ'TV powerhouse transponder (367511F1475)

from 153E location.
EM TV on R42 1142.4E1, facing increasingly inclined orbit of host satellite, believes

it must reach decision "Where t0 move" by 1st of January. With R42 now +/-0.7

degrees (12'and larger dishes must track) and growing to +l' 1.15 degrees by July 1
(8' and larger dishes will need to track), station wants new home by end of June.

0ptions: Filipino Agila or Mabuhay (153 and 144E respectively), Palapa C2M (113E)'

Intelsat 801 (174E)or 803 (180E). Most of the choices would eliminate coverage

south of equator ( CTD 9608, P. 16).
New Zealand terrestrial pay-Tv service Sky Network did Ku'band digital testing

0n lntelsat 1177 at 11.463 GHz (Vt) during late October using Canadian C'band

uplinked digital bouquet that was crgss-strapped to Ku for transmission into (south)

Pacific. Purpose 0f testing is to find proper bird {in running: 0ptus, PanAmSat and

Intelsat) for April.June launch of 5 and then 10 programme channel MPEG'2

conditional access subscription service. Sky was delighted with 1177 Ku service

levels finding 1.2m offset Ku dishes will be largest required for extremes of NZ
(Chatham lslands). This (Vll series) satellite has trio of "fully steerable" Ku spot

beams that can be directed at any spgt 0n earth visible from 177E with an eirp of 47

dBw (()ptus, by comparison is 50+ dBw). More likely, Sky willg0 0n newer Vlllseiles

bird at 174E 0r 180E if they really d0 g0 t0 satellite in 1997. Sky willneed t0 make

decision as t0 satellite and commitment for satellite ygll s00n if they hope to make

an April.June start date. Strange if true department: Sky claims they will distribute
'BBC World' via satellite as a part 0f their programme bouquet.

Gatholic international TVcaster EWTN (Eternal Wofld Television Network) is

scheduled to begin transmissions using PowerVu MPEG bouquet (390lHZllF1259l

December 8. Programming is 24 hours, in English, and should be 'sale gpp6rtunity't0

Catholic church groups throughout Pacific.
BAI International video (no audio!) finally appeared on European bouquet

November 4; the bouquet is now fully "flowered." (see update p. 29)
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.LETTERS i continued from p. 2-
Do you have other information from SatFACTS
readers in this oortion of Australia?"

Gary Salisbury
KAN SAT Satellite Television, Gunalda, 0ld.

In eastern Oueensland all four of the B-MAG
encoded services are typically P5 on dishes
down to 2.4m. As you g0 west or south or
east, HB0 and TNT typically hold up far

better than ESPN and Discovery. You don't
include the dish size in use which leads to the

obvious suggestion: When a signal is too
weak, put in a bigger dish!

PowerVu In Tahiti
"We have installed over 100 TVRO antennas

here in Tahiti and the surrounding islands of
Polynesia and we are looking for a source of the
Scientific-Atlanta PowerVu receiver s0 that we
might access programming on PanAmSat. We are
more than willing to pay for subscriptions to the
programming."

Grant T. "Skio" Waldref. Jr.
STARC0M, lnc., Papeete, Tahiti

PowerVu is sold directly by the
Scientific-Atlanta office in Sydney (tel

61.2-452-3388 and fax 61.2.451-44321 at
US$'|,295 plus US$150 shipping per receiver.

However, you must have subscribed to a
PowerVu service before they will sell you a

receiver. So step one: Call programming
representative Southstar in New Zealand at
64-9-426.0481 (fax 64-9-425-05811 and order
Gountry Music TV at around US$75 for one
year. Southstar will then advise S-A Sydney
that you subscribe to a service and S-A will
then sell you a receiver. 0nce you have the
receiver, you can then proceed to view both

CMT and various (presently) free to air
PowerVu services from PAS-2, and, subscribe

to other conditional access services as
available. Tahiti does not fit into most

programmer "territories" so we cannot be
certain which programmers will in fact

authorise subscriptions there (although we
checked and Southstar willsell you GMT).

NHK Going?
"ln the August SatFACTS you listed'The

Services You Can Count 0n'(p. 141 and did not
list NHK! As an avid fan of this service, does this
mean that sometime in the future I will not be able
to receive it? This would make me very unhappy
as I have invested heaos of dollars on a svstem
for this service!!!

Les Cole, Hamilton, New Zealand
We have n0 secret. inside information.

However, NHK is aggreqsive and surely plans
to expand from their present single analogue
channelt0 MPEG multi-channel. That could be
a problem! We think their FTA status future

"iffy."

"Life is still hell here regarding lRDs," reports a spokesman for the European
Bouquet (1 November). Frustration levels are rising as numerous would.be suppliers
for MPEG-2 FTA capable lRDs appear with promises but alas n0 operating receivers in
quantity. Primary problem remains lrdeto conditional access which all manufacturers
would like to have included in theirreceivers but are finding impossible or at best very
difficult to negotiate. See detailed update p. 6.

Scientific-Atlanta Sydney 09223 toll freeservice department number from New
Zealand: 800-4M-1521. Advice: Avoiil "lunch time" in Sydney as nobody answers
when they all clear out for chow! -

EM TV SVA3 series decoder, manufactured to specs created hy News Datacom
(Murdoch controlled firm in UK), may lock up and sramble video when EM TV
switches back to FTA format. 0r, dish owner using decoder may find pictures
scrambled when switching dish from EM TV to CNN (which is not encoded). Solution
is to block line 12 in vertical blanking interval which falsely triggers the encryption
circuit even when signal is in fact not encrypted. There is a "hardware (one chip
simple circuit) mod" for this.

EM TV appears t0 have switched t0 a new off.air feed system (4 November) for
getting their TV service to the uplink operated by PNG Telekom. The video noise level
is improved hut now the service has off-air ghosting from a not.so.hot antenna
system. Someday, maybe, it will AIL come together!

Samsung is deeply involved in marketing of MPEG-2 digital receiver that is heading
into the Indian markeu so much s0 that they have fdr the moment lost interest in
producing variations of this receiver for Pacific, Europe or anyplace else.

Hyundai Electronics is quietly showing off a pair of MFEG.2 products; model
HSS-100 is designed for non-conditional access (i.e., FTA) applications while their
DBS-100 uses the lrdeto conditional access system. Test units are on the way t0
distributors at this time.

Scientific-Atlanta has announced a pair 0f new PowerVu product: 9225 is
described as an "economic alternative to the full-featured 9223" but lacks multiple
audio channels, MPEG2 transport outputs, digital video and audio outputs and
high-speed data capability. The 9234 is a Business Satellite receiver packaged as a
set-top (stand alone)unit with a hand-held remote controland a 13Mbit data port for
downloading batch files, catalogues and service manuals when the business TV
network is not transmitting active video programming. More data on both from Paul
Coxon at Sydney 61-2-9542-3388 (fax 61-2-9451.44321.

The Pace DSS.211 MPEG receiver heading for distribution through Star TV's new
Indovision bouquet (SF#26, p. 6) is "essentially the same" as the News Corp recbiver
being distributed in South America for the recently launched Murdoch MPEG digital
bouquet there. Designations such as 'GP' appearing after "DSS-21 1 " relate to local
variations in the receiver affecting things like the remodulated RF output format; not a
major difference in the basic MPEG package design.

Taiwanese firm Rebar has leased 27MHz bandwidth C.!and AsiaSat 2 space,
plans MPEG distribution to cable TV firms of several programme channels before end
of December.

Russian Express 12 will go t0 155E, says Russian source. That could make life
interesting for Filipino Agila at 153E!

Europeans attending SPRSCS '97, to speak and partake 0f the atmosphere, will
include Jim Hodgetts of French TV5 Paris in addition to MediaNet hardware and
software personnel t0 introduce "lnternet via satellite" to Pacific region.

UPDATE
t
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SHAME On Those Crazy Americans

The first MPEG (1.5, not DVB compliant MPEG-2)
digital TV service launched in America in June 1995.
Satellite manufacturer Hughes in partnership with
RCAiThomson Consumer Electronics created a system
which today delivers 175 TV programme channels to
several million North American homes on Ku-band
usirrg 18" I 46cm dishes. For the initial one million
receiver systems, Thomson had the exclusive right to
sell equipment. As sales reached the magic million
mark Sony followed by a host of other firms were
allowed into the field. Pricing for the first 1.5 million or
so units stayed around US$695 for a complete home
system (install it yourselfl.

Then along came competition to the Hughes (DSS)
system. First there was a lower power / bigger dish
antenna (77 to 100 cm) service called PrimeStar.
Followed by a 40-60 cm dish service called'DISH' and
rnost recently along came a fourth Ku-DTH programmer
calling itself AlphaStar.

Home system prices hotted up; DISH started at $595,
then dropped to $300 and more recently to $200. These
are all US dollars to translate to your own currency.
'DISH'. which is backed by C-band TVRO pioneer
Echostar, took the approach that as long as they sold
both the receivers and the programming, they would be
better off to drop the price of the receivers to eliminate
buyer resistance. Why? Because if twice as many people
purclrased systems and subscribed to programming for a
system that cost $300 as for one that cost $600, they
would gain the people as paying subscribers and
therefore realise more money more quickly by getting
them as subscribers sooner - not later. Kodak in the
1930s figured this out with their Box Browning camera:
"Give the camera away" because people who owned
cameras would buy film. It was better to make money on
the film and break even. even lose money on the tool
(camera) that used the film. Gillette, the safety razor
people, built a world-wide empire for men's hand razors
with the same philosophy.

By mid-July, under intense competitive pressures, a
complete "Take it home and install it today" Ku-band
DTH system was selling in America for US$200. There
was only one condition: When you purchased a $200
system, you also had to purchase a year's worth of
subscription programming in advance for an additional
$300. But hey - you couldn't use the system for any
purpose without subscribing to a programming package

so this was hardly an impediment to a sale. And besides,
dozens of financing plans were available which spread
the $500 (total cost of hardware and programming)
charges over a year payoffanyhow. For $500 you got as
many as 40 channels of TV and 30 channels of CD
quality radio and you owned the equipment. Try that on,
Galaxy, in Australial

As wild as this may have been, it was not the end.
That's when electronic discount retailer Brandsmart
made a "special deal" to help RCA/Thomson clear out
their warehouses of "old model" DSS receivers; the very
models that retailed for US$695 as recently as 8 months
ago. Brandsmart made such a good buy that they offered
the complete system (18" dish, cables, IRD and rnore)
for the quite unbelievable price of US$48 (plus the
mandatory $300 in programming, which they stripped
down to $299). Not to be outdone by competitor Hughes
and Thomson, Echostar retaliated. Can you guess what
they did?

Free 'DISH' system.
Echostar got together with a firm (Gateway 2000) that

sells big-screen PC/TV combinations as well as personal
PC packages. Anyone purchasing either the Gateway PC
+ TV or the PC package is being given a'DISH' system
free of charge. Well, almost free of charge; the buyer
still has to fork out $300 for a year's subscription to 40
TV channels and 30 CD audio channels (1).
The DigiSkan SK888

Virtually everything we know about MPEG digital TV
receivers and their pricing here in the Pacific/Asia
originates from our fleeting dealings with
Scientific-Atlanta (D9222 and then D9223), Pace
(DGT-400, DVR-500) and Panasat (lRD-520). On the
other hand, the undisputed volume producer in this field
is Thomson Consumer Electronics, primarily because of
their  head start  with the US'DSS'project in 1994. We
are about to learn a great deal more about Thomson and
the way they design receivers which those 'Crazy

1/ SaIFACTS for October reported (p. 28) that
Austral ian Galaxy was offer ing their  DGT-400

rece iver ' fo r  sa le 'a t  A$619 in  Western  Aus t ra l ia .
There was, of course, a hi tch; the buyer also had to

purchase a year 's worth of programming for an
add i t iona l  A$600.  Compare  A$1,219 fo r  the  Ga laxy

package of channels against the US pr ice of
(US)$348 which gets you the Thomson bui l t

system plus 40 channels of TV and 30 channels of
CD qual i ty radio for one year.  US$348 as of 1

November  was A$465.

LOOK WHAT THEY ARE DOING
WITH MPEG RECEIVERS NOW!

I
I
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Message I

Digiskan SK888 front panel ( l ine drawing);  Smartcard insert  s lot  is far r ight,  centre.

I
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Americans'are now selling for $48 (complete with LNB,

dish and cables). Here comes the DigiSkan SK888.
The DigiSkan SK888 came to the Pacific via a

circuitous route. When it arrived, it was unnamed (2)

and the return address on the box said it had been
shipped from a small Middle Eastern country. The
shipper of the trial receiver, "provided for testing," had
the forethought to build into the memory all of the
European Bouquet MPEG-2 tuning parameters. The

original instructions simply said,"Take it out of the box,
connect a suitable C-band antenna pointed at AsiaSat 2,
plug-in and turn on." lt doesn't get much simpler than
that.

As Leon Senior at Skandia Electronics (Melbourne)

relates. "I figured nobody was less technical than L So I

insisted on being the guinea pig when we unpacked it. I

followed the one sentence of instructions, poked 'on'

followed by 'European Bouquet' and there was Deutsche
Welle." And, it doesn't get much easier than that.

The heritage of the receiver has Thomson technology
written all across it. In other words, with Thomson now

well on their way to having shipped two million MPEG
digital receivers, well ahead of all of the rest, they have

learned quite a little about (l) eliminating confusing

user instructions, (2) making the system 'poke and go'

for simplistic non-technical type use, and most

important of all, (3) how to build a reliable receiver that

is cheap to reproduce. A firm that is able to empty their
warehouse of "older style receivers," complete with

LNB. dish and cables for less than US$48 each,

certainly knows a few things about salesmanship that the

likes of Scientific-Atlanta have not yet discovered'
The SK888 is (we shudder at this statement but it is in

quote marks) scheduled to "arrive in Melbourne in

quantity sometime before the end of November (3) ."

2/  Anecdote t ime. '888'  is considered "great good
luck" by the Chinese. The fel low who selected the
model number for this receiver is keen on Oriental
"good luck" symbols; a story we may relate at a
later date (depending upon how the SK888 turns

o u t ! ) .
3/  Skandia Electronics, Melbourne: Tel

61-3-981 9-2466;  Fax  61-3-981 9-4281 '
.  4/  We hesitate to publ ish the complete l ist  unt i l
SaIFACTS has received for test an advance unit ;

this remains a ' t r icky'  business and there is no point
in sett ing off  alarms al l  over Asia and the Pacif ic.

The SK888 was, after test in Melbourne, immediately
modified on request by Skandia to include a number of
other "built-into-memory" free to air MPEG transponder
parameters in addition to the European Bouquet (4).
The important point here is that the system installer
(whether dealer or end user) need only do what Leon
Senior did - follow the one sentence instructions and
select the programme channel you wish using the remote
control. FEC "search" is reported to be "built-in" and if
you don't have to pound in all of those annoying
FEC/Symbol ratelRFIF entries because the factory has
done it for you - so much the better.
What The Manual Claims

"The 5K888 family of SMS/ADB Digital satellite
receivers has been designed for low cost consumer
receiver applications compatible with several satellite
receiver broadcast systems world-wide. The receiver
utilises the MPEG-2 audio/video compression scheme
and is DVB compatible. However, in addition, the 1009'o
software based TRANSPORT function allows
application in non-DVB environments such as the
American DirecTV (DSS) service.

"similarly, the SK888 can accommodate a range of
Conditional Access mechanisms. The four most popular

systems presently implemented are NDC, Irdeto,

Cryptoworks and Nagravision. The SK888 has been
designed around the SGS-Thomson chip-set, led by the
company's third generation MPEG products family, and

used successfully by all of the world leaders in digital
DBS transmissions.

"The base model of the receiver, as defined in this

specification, includes a single input tuner, stereo sound,
infrared remote control, user friendly software which

includes an Electronic Programme Guide with a 'point

and click'Navigation system, and front panel access to a
renewable security system (Smart Card)."

All of the MPEG functional digital receivers available

before the SK888 have been bred in the tradition of
professional grade single-use receivers. That is, not have

the built-in conveniences which channel hopping, bird

changing DTH viewers now routinely expect and
demand in analogue receivers. The SK888 appears to
have been designed to allow someone familiar with
"point and shoot" handheld remote analogue DTH
systems to move easily to the same features in a digital
receiver. At this point in digital development, no other



-SK888 Receiver Feature Rundown-
Front Panel Display: Power on/standby, error LED.

Operat ional menus: Primary and secondary
languages on screen displayed simultaneously.

lnstal lat ion aids: AGC output with software support
for on screen display as wel l  as audible tone that is

proport ional to signal qual i ty.  On screen BER and
signal level displays. " lnstal ler" level receiver

self-diagnost ic menus.
Electronic Programme Guide: On screen (must be

supported by bouquet programmer) with point and
cl ick programme select ion through remote. Includes

radio and radio/TV choices.
Video outputs: S-Video (4-pin) Y/C and RCA phono

(composite);  SCART avai lable as opt ion.
Audio outputs: Monaural ,  dual-mono, stereo in RCA

phono jacks. User select ion of audio language
channe l ,  c losed capt ion ing .

Input frequency range: 950-2050 MHz lF
lnput Tuner:  Sharp (Japanese)

Input levels recommended: (-)  30 to 65 dBm
AFC Range: + l -  5 MHz capture range

Synthesiser Steps: 125 kHz
LNB Tone Switching: 22 k{z (opt ional)

LNB Power ing :  +  13 ,  +  18  VDC
UHF Remodulator:  PAL-G E21 to E69 set with on

screen menu,
Copy Protect ion: Macrovision Ant i-Copy (opt ional)
Note: Opt ional features are selected by the "brand

buyer" of the basic model descr ibed here.

receiver offers these features (see Feature Rundown, this
page).

What remains of course is to see one "in the flesh," to
try it on some of the more "unusual" digital service
channels ( such as Associated Press TV on AsiaSat 2),
test its reliability and ease of use. Perhaps by the next
issue of SatFACTS we will have that opportunity.

MEANWHILE - At NOKiA
While the Thomson-chipped SK888 was making its

way to the Pacific and Asia, the long promised and
much anticipated DVB 9500 S by Nokia was making its
first appearance. The first unit available for test by
SatFACTS was scheduled to arrive just as this issue was
being sent to the printer; a report next month! The
early 'sources' were spotted at two European

i\Lril*R.::lt:t:tit:lll::)i
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Rear Panel DVB 95005 (3 SCART outouts)

locations by several SF readers (including Anthony Teh
in Western Australia) while browsing through Internet.
Our thanks to the many who sent us sourcing
information.

There could be two software versions of the 9500 S
and we caution anyone contemplating a purchase from
Europe to be certain the unit has been 'softwared' for our
Pacific services. We'll explain further with the full
review.

We looked at the advance literature announcement for
this receiver in SF October (p. 16). The key phrasing in
the latest literature sheet reads, "Fully DVB Compliant."
The newest sheets also say:

1) Tuner covers 950-2150 MHz
2)The PCMCIA and smart card capability are built-in.

European interest in (DVB Compliant) MPEG-2
transmissions has exploded as dozens of new bouquet
packages have suddenly become available or plan
operation shortly. Nothing will fire up the production
facilities of firms such as Nokia faster than a backvard
demand for their products.
THE Pace DVS-21I

Another new product showing up in very small
quantities is the Pace DVS-211 (GP). This receiver was
originally intended to be utilised for the STAR TV
Southeast Asia MPEG bouquet which we detailed in SF
for October (p. 6). The DVS-211 appears to be
conditional access built around a smart card (they call it
a "viewing card") with a "unique address." The receiver
has some interesting new-for-MPEG wrinkles:

l) VHF/UHF aerial loop through to facilitate
switching between terrestrial TV and satellite

2) Mechanical polariser connections (for power, pulse
and ground) as you are familiar with in analogue
receivers

3) Phono connectors for video and audio (no sign ofa
SCART plug on this one!)

4) 12-14 and 17 - 20 volt polarisation switching for
LNB selection

5) LNB 22kHztone switching

Mediamaster DVB 95OO S bv Nokia



PANORAMIC SATELITTE

i
I

i
FREOUENCY RANGE : ftom 950 to 21s0 MHz
TUNING:Multiturn Dotentiometer
INPUT IMPEDANCE r 75 Ohms
INPUT CONNECTOR : F-TYPE
INPUT ATTENUATOR : 0.10 & 20 dB USING 3
POSITION SWITCH

SIGNAL STRENGTH :
- iND,CATION.' by a white bar superimposed
on the picture, its length being proportional to
the strength of the received signal, and also
by audio indicator

- READTwG .' on the scale lrom 0 to 70 dBuV
- MEASUREMENT MNGE : from 50 to 90 dDpV
LNB POWER SUPPLY: 14 or 18 Y and22
KHz by switch

DISPLAY ON 5,5" CATHODE TUBE
. SPECTRUM;
- Full band sDectrum

( FROM 950 TO 2150 MHz)

- Expanded Spectrum with visualisation ol the
counter-polariations

.PICTURE:
- positive video polarity (Ku Band) or negative
video polarity (C Band)

- Picture of selected channel only
- Picture of selected channel with signal
strength indication

POWER SUPPLY : 12V, 3 AH battery
CONSUMPTION : 1.2 A (without LNB)
BATTERY LIFE : about t hour
CHARGING TIME : about 4 hours
DIMENSIONS 124Ox14O x 270mm
WEIGHT : 5.1K9

ACCESSORIES INCLUDEO :Measurement
cord, AC mains adaptor, charging lead for car
cigar-lighter, case.

TEL 61-2-584 1233 FN( 61-2-584 1452

PA,I<HL/RST A/Sl4/ 2270 AIJSTF|IALT I

METRE

MClO.SAT
AU$1599 crAx.ER

APERIFELEC
PRODUCT

. SATELLITE POINTER AND FIELD INDICATOR wlTH RECEPTION ON 14cm (5.5) SCREEN

. FREQUENCIES FROM 950 TO 2150 MHz

. DISPLAY OF FULL.BAND AND EXPANDED SPECTRUMS ANALYSER

. DISPIAY OF PICTURE OF SELECTED CHANNEL

. POSITIVE (Ku Band) AND NEGATIVE (C Band) VIDEO DEMODULATION

. MEASUREMENT OF SIGNAL RECEPTION STRENGTH BY WHITE BAR SUPERIMPOSED ON
THE PICTURE AND PROPORTIONAL IN LENGTH TO THE SIGNAL IN STRENGTH

. RANGE OF MEASUREMENT OF SIGNAL STRENGTH BY WHITE BAR SUPER]MPOSED ON THE
PICTURE AND PROPORTIONAL IN LENGTH TO THE SIGNAL STRENGTH

. RANGE OF MEASUREMENT OF SIGNAL STRENGTH FROM s0 TO 90 dBpV

. POWER SUPPLY TO LNB lN 14 OR 18 VOLTS AND 22 KHz

. BATTERY LIFE: ABOUT I HOUR

.  WEIGHT:5 .1K9

THE MCIO.SAT SATELITE FIELD STRENGTH METER IS NOW CONSIDERED AS THE ESSENTIAL
TOOL FOR ADJUSTING SATELITE RECEPTION DISHES,THE VISUALISATION OF THE SPECTRUM
AND THE PICTURE ALLOWS THE CARRYING OUT OF ALL THE NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS WITH
THIS ONE INSTRUMENT.

9S'-7 O5 E'OL'NDAF'Y F'OAD.



6) IF bandwidth of 36 MHz
7) Receiver tuning range 950 - 2050 MHz

In addition to this receiver being selected for the

STAR bouquet, it is also to be utilised by the
(Australian) Sky (horse racing) channel on AsiaSat 2.

This service is scheduled to convert from B-MAC
analogue encryption to MPEG sometime this month
(dependent upon installation of the uplink MPEG

transmission equipment).
Jakarta sources continue to advertise this receiver in

the 4$500-600 region but the price is not very important
if the supply lines are empty. One source at STAR
advised SF "Ile have received fewer than 50 of these
receivers (late October) at this time and they are not
available for users."
DMV 3000 PC Control

The NTL/DMV 3000 receiver, widely used by
broadcasters and cable for receiving the MPEG services
from STAR and others, is capable of PC (computer)

control. A manual (Remote Control Protocol) is
available (DMV: fax 44-1703-498102) which details
interfacing and practical uses for the serious PC
enthusiast.

The concept is that by using the PC the user can
quickly switch from one input source to another when
the transmissions require different receiver settings (IF

input, FEC, symbol rate and perhaps PID settings).
Normal operation requires re-entry of all of the
parameters through the manually operated remote
control.

The software operates in MS Windows through
receiver to PC connections show here. The control
software is set up as:

o Baud rate - 19200
o Data bits - 8
. Stop bits - 1
o Parity - none
o Flow control - XON/XOFF

The PC COMM port is connected to the IRDSKI
RS232 data port with the cable connections shown.

/ Press H and the following menu should appear:
NTL MPEG-2 module
Version (3.2)

MC68K monitor
M: Memory examine and change
F: Fill RAM with data string
L = Load Motorola format
G = Go to new program
H : Display monitor commands
R : Display register contents
P: Program FLASH
T: TeSt FLASH
Six pages of DMV supplied user instructions follow.

The point in this exercise is simply this: In an
environment where a receiver is to be utilised for two or

lnterconnect ion DMV 3OOO
to PC for software access

more differing protocol transmission sources, the 3000
receiver can be controlled from pre-programmed
software rather than having to manually enter all of the
parameters with each bouquet change.

The SK888 described at the opening of this report
appears (from the literature at least) to have internal
memory that allows the receiver to be programmed at
either the factory or by the dealer/installer to accomplish
the same result without having to dedicate or connect a
PC to the receiver. For digital IRDs to be friendly
enough at the consumer level to be attractive to non
technical users this sort of design approach is
mandatory.
Scientific-Atlanta D9223 Update

Without fanfare Scientific-Atlanta appears to have
upgraded the software contained in their D9223 MPEG
IRDs. According to sources at the Sydney S-A office,
the presently in-stock receivers contain software which
allows users to access MPEG-2 ("DVB Compliant")
transmissions such as NBC Asia (PAS-2). This is
essentially the same software routine which SF reported
in our September issue (p. 20) as being "under test" by
satellite enthusiast Robin Colquhoun in New Zealand.

Colquhoun's receiver has been tested using some
AsiaSat 2 sources as well, including the APTV service
(IF 1351 Hz). Unfortunately for "normal" users, the
receiver requires extensive keypad entries to change
either receiving format (from PowerVu to MPEG-2)
and/or transmission parameters. As with the DMV 3000
PC software control reported above, Colquhoun and
others in Korea report the RS232 rear apron port can be
connected via an appropriate cable to allow the receiver
to be more quickly changed from service to service
through software memory external to the D9223.
However, as noted with respect to the DMV 3000, only
a small handful of commercial installations will go to
the trouble and expense to implement a PC connection
and to learn the software routines necessary to allow the
receiver to change input parameters without re-entering
complex instructions through the keyboard..

As important as multiple format access may be for the
first generation of consumer oriented DVB Compliant
receivers, perhaps of equal importance will be the
receiver ability to memorise all of these complicated
instructions. To be consumer friendly, a receiver should
allow simple one or two button point and shoot.

9 Way 'D'

1 -

Female at PC end

N C

9 Way Male IRD

2
33

4
5
6
7 1
8 J
9 -  N C



Horst Wieser Report

MULTIMEDIA SHOCK
FOR THE PHILIPPINES

The Philippines is an interesting study in television

caught between two r,r,orlds; North America and Asia. In

many ways Filipino television is more in the model of

the USA than Asia yet the populace is clearly more
Asian than American. The Philippines is one of only a

handful of Asian countries to have adopted the

American NTSC television standard (1) but its use of
the USA model goes far beyond a set of technical

specifications.
The US military presence has played a significant role

in shaping modern day Filipino life. English, the

language, is the'"second language" of the ' country

although there are also significant traces of the country's
period under Spanish rule which terminated at the very

end of the last century. One of the most enduring relics

of Spanish colonial times is the heavily Catholic
population, a fact not overlooked when international

Catholic telecaster Eternal Word Television Network
(EWTN) elected to expand into the Pacific (2).

During the coming 12 months the presence of the

Philippines within the Asia - Pacific community will

become undeniable as two new, competitive to one

another national Filipino satellite systems come into

operation. Agila is a one satellite in flight, one built and

ready to launch on ground spare system, each with

twenty-six C-band and 12 Ku-band transponders. The

latest schedule for Agila to launch places it near

mid-year for operation from 153E. The C-band coverage

has not been published but is reported to include the

Philippines, Southeast Asia and Hawaii. Agila

negotiated an agreement to renVlease Rimsat 4l frorn
the Russian owners in September and this satellite,
cleared of the existing Indian and Laos telecasters.
should be operational (after having been moved from
l30E) at l53E as you read this report. This Rimsat is to
be a bridge from this location until Agila I is actually
operational.

Mabuhay Philippines Satellite Corporation is Agila's
competition. They have a C + Ku band satellite built by
Space Systems/Loral scheduled for launch to l44E as
soon as February (1997). This satellite will operate from
3.6 to 4.2 GHz giving an extra 100 MHz of bandwidth
below the normal 3.7 GHz cut-off of older satellite
designs; 30 total transponders using linear polarisation.
At Ku, the bird will utilise 12.2 to 12.7 GHz with 24
linear polarised transponders. The C-band coverage
focuses from the Philippines west with a 37 dBw
contour taking in most of the Southeastern Asia
peninsula region. On Ku-band, a 54 dBw footprint

covers all of the major Filipino islands and extends

northward over much of China. Like Agila, Mabuhay

also includes a spotbeam pattern to Hawaii (35 dBw) on
at least some transponders.

The Philippines, similar to Indonesia, is scattered
across thousands of islands which makes normal

terrestrial linking difficult and expensive. There are fbur

competitive commercial TV networks plus a government

run network and each wants to cover as many of the

scattered population centres as possible. Additionally.

there remain thousands of villages without terrestrial
telephone line links. Satellite intra-linking not onlv

Dumaguete City,  ls land Negros, Phi l ippines at 9.5N
and 123E; 2m dish focused on AsiaSat 2 for

European Bouquet recept ion at Grabner Electronic

1/ Japan, (South) Korea and Taiwan are the other
3 major countr ies using NTSC in Asia

2/ Spain ruled the Phi l ippines unt i l  1899 when i t
lost i t  at  cessat ion of the Spanish-American war.
EWTN is scheduled to begin Pacif ic Rim service

using Cal i fornia upl inked PowerVu format on
December 8th. As a result  of  Spanislr  rule in the

Phi l ippines, the country is "more Cathol ic" than anv
other in Asia or the Pacif ic.

3/  This report  compi led from mater ial  submitted
by Horst Wieser of Wieser Electronic,  Nuernberg,

Germany (see front cover photo, this issue).  Wieser
wi l l  lecture during SPRSCS '97 on both MPEG-2

digi tal  receiver systems and the use of the
MediaNet ( lnternet) service via satel l i te (see p. 14,

th is  i ssue) .
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Sun Cable Ollice, Ang Prlt*vard Bldg
Tsl. Nos. 225-:6S1 Jt?S-T{jSt

Dumaguete 's  Sun Cab le

. Ri:al Av**u*. il$mapfsle ei4r

54 channel programme l ist ing

Qhsnnel line-up suhject i6 change
!YiihSUt ptior nstice.

"Cultural  media shock!" reports Wieser

makes excellent economic sense, it in many cases is the
only viable system of interconnection.

The Philippines is a production centre for many
electronic firms headquartered elsewhere in Asia as well
as Europe arrd North America. The labour market is
sizeable and wages by world standards low averaging in
1995 US$5.80 daily. German headquartered firm
Grabner Electronic, Nuernberg is one such firm. When
the European Bouquet became available from AsiaSat 2
it 'rvas understandable that the firm's owner would like to
have Deutsche Welle reception at
Dumaguete City. Fellow German Horst
Wieser of Wieser Electronic was equally
anxious to visit the Philippines and an
agreement ensued; Wieser would manage
the instal lat ion of a2m (6 segment) dish
sourced from the USA along with a NTL
DMV rnodel 3000 receiver. The EBB
reception is about the only channels the
Grabners did not already have as
subscribers to the local 54 channel cable
system (see channel list, above).

Cable in the Philippines is extremely
robust, perhaps fed by the easy access to
a tremendous selection of television
programming from satellites that not
only serve the South Pacific but those
that don't come south of the equator as
well. The Sun Cable system illustrated
here is in a town of 120,000 people and
offers 54 channels of TV from such
diverse selections as Mongolia TV
(channel 50, via AsiaSat 2) and five
movie channels (HBO, Star TV Cinema,
Star Movies, VIVA Cinema and
Hol lywood Channel) .

With all cf this for approximately US$20 per month. It
might be difficult to build much of a DTH business there
given thib competition !

The next wave of Filipino television expansion will be
driven by the ability of Agila and Mabuhay to export
Filipino TV product throughout Asia and North
America. That some of this will also end up in the
Pacific over the next 12 - 24 months in a format usable
by DTH and cable systems here is very likely. There are
probably many Filipino channels in your TV future!
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Introdrrcing a Newlg Reuised & Expanded
Editton oJ the world's best selling so:tellite
TV technicaL handbook on bug ing, installing,
operating and msintaining lnme s ateLLite TV
recewfu systems. More tho:n 2OO,OOO cop-
res sold tuorLdtuide. hrbli"shed especiallg

Jor Au.strdliq 8t, Neu Zealdnd. !

PAS
OPTUS
JCSAT
APSTAR
PALAPA
ASIASAr
MEASAT
EXPPESS
INTELSAT
THA,ICOM
STATS'ONAR, ETC.,.

^E** all-new descriptions of the existing and future domestic, regional, and interna-
tional satellites serying Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific. The World of Satel'
lite T\I WffV) presents the very latest direct-to-home (DTH) satellite TV receivers and IRDs,
feedhorns, antennas and LNBs, as well as presentatons covering signal encryption and
MPEG-2 digltal video compression. Also featured are step-blr-step instructions on how to
install, operate, maintain and repair DTFI systems-including the use of satellite test equip-
ment-and overviews of MMDS and SI\4ATV distribution systems. Jam packed with more
than 7O photos, 75 technical charts and graphs, 5O new satellite coverage maps, and a 17-
page secflon covering tlle available satellite TV program services. The World of Satelllte TV
includes 216 pages perfect bound ina247xl86mm format, printed wittrout advertising!

mAng Infortnation, WsTv-Alrstralian & New Tnaland Edition is now available for
A$29.9O plus A$5. for Express Post to arrlrurhere in Australia, or A$15. for Air Mail

dispatch to New 7*aJand and the South Pacific. We accept Bankcard Nisa/Mastercard.

_ AUSTRATIAN&
Iflffiil NEWZEATAND
n*EDITION

Peter C. Lacey Services Ptv. Ltd.
80 Dandenong Rd., Frankston, VtC atqg AUSt'RALIA

Tel: (03) 9783 2388 Fax: +61 3 9783 5767
e-mail: placey@netlink.com. au

Name

(rltrr

BclVisa/Mc no. . . . . . . .

Postcode

Expires . . . . . .  /  . . . . .  /  . . . . .  Signed

Address



IN 1997 - watching TV May Be A Second Reason To own A DISH!

100 400 kbps INTERNET ACCESS
VIA SATELLITE

The promise of delivering high speed data such as
Internet to individual sites using satellite transmission
moves a major step closer to reality this month:
MediaNet is here.

MediaNet is a German service which is partnering
with Germany's international telecaster Deutsche Welle
to deliver relatively high speed Internet to satellite
receivers (l) equipped with a German built decoder. As
the illustration (below) shows, MediaNet is util ising a
portion of the television transmission "space" to
compress Internet data packets. This vertical blanking
interval (VBI) transmission scheme is already in
common usage by many telecapters who presently
transmit "Teletext" along with their TV programme
material. What makes the MediaNet approach unusual
is that rather than fixed pages of Teletext material, the
VBI becomes an "lnformation Superhighway" through
wliich Internet speeds along at a rate in the range of 300
kbps (300,000 bits of data each second). This rate
compares very favourably with normal telephone
modem Internet connections which range between 9 and
29 kbps.

MediaNet is making the decoder box available through
a number of German sources; this will translate to
Australian / New Zealand / Pacific sources by the end of
the year. The German price for the decoder is in the
range of DM125 which is before shipping, import duties
and normal costs of distribution.

The decoder is installed between the pC (computer)
and its printer. Normally the printer plugs directly into
the PC but with the MediaNet decoder adde"d, the
decoder plugs into the printer port of the pC and the
printer plugs into the decoder. In operation, the printer is

"dragged through" the decoder. Normal pC - printer
operation continues when the decoder is not in use.

The satellite IRD is tuned to the Deutsche Welle
transmission channel (1 on European Bouquet) from
AsiaSat 2. The video output from the IRD is linked to
the decoder using normal RCA phono video lines. With
the decoder is a Windows 3.1 I 95 format software
program designed to manage the MediaNet service. The
user inserts the disc with the softu'are in the pC and
follows on screen prompts to use the program.

An illustration of MediaNet speed; with data flowing
out of the VBI "highway" into the decoder at rates near
300 kbps, if you told the software to "capture and store"
every bit of material flowing through the decoder in 3.33
seconds you would fill I megabyte of storage space; in
one minute l8 megabytes of memory. Or, in one hour,
1,080+ megabltes of memory (the equivalent of 720
normal discs).

The software provided allows more intelligent use of
the material by creating the equivalent of a "search and
locate" system. Using on-screen prompts the user tells
the software what sort of information is required from
Internet. For example, you might tell it to search for
anything that relates to "satellites."

MediaNet is one-way simply because your decoder
equipped satellite terminal (l) does not "transmit"; a
feature to await the next generation of hardware. It is a
high speed browsing system where you select "road

signs" for "off ramps" on the Information Superhighway
using the software. For each off-ramp selected, the data
selected ends up in memory at your pC.

The cost for this wonder is to be in the range of DMI 5
per month. This compares with I hour Inrernet access

Deutsche Welle MPEG-2
from AsiaSat 2

MediaNet is carr ied in VBI of DW, video is
MediaNet decoder which instal ls between

Decoder extracts Internet from VBI portion

Video line out

fed from IRD to
PC and pr inter.

of DW TV signal.
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It Might Be Easier To Go Ahead
And Reserve Your Spot At

SPRSCS '97!

IF 1996 has been "The Year of rvR} in the South pacific" - 1997
promises to  be "The Year  o f  D ig i ta l  +  In ternet"  for  the South Pac j f jc l
AND i  n the Grand Tnadl t i  on of putt l  ng you at the 1 eadi ng edge of new

technol  ogy,  SPRSCS '97 j  s  bu l  1  d l  ng to  be the greatest  gather i  ng ever  !

Technology leaders  and innovators  f rom Europe,  Nor th  Amer ica,  As ia  p lus
our  own  Sou th  Pac i f i c  p ro fess iona ls  i n  the  mos t  s t imu la t ing  co l l ec t i on
of  bra ins,  hardware and sof twane ever  assembled.  AND -  severa l  opt iona l
m in j - seminars  w i th in  the  f ramework  o f  SPRSCS '97 :  January  2 l -22  -  Tne
Mark Long/SPACt Pac i f ic  Sate l l i te  Ins ta l ' le r  Cour"se;  Janua?y 25:  Ku-DTH

Ins ta l l e r  Course ;  January  25 :  In te rne t  v ia  Sa te l l j t e  and  Cab le
S y m p o s i u m  c o s p o n s o n e d  b y  P C  M a g a z l n e .  I f  i t  j s  g o j n g  t o ' h a p p e n '  i n

1997, you wi I  I  I  ear"n the detai  I  s FIRST at SPRSCS '97 t

IF YOU CAN ONLY MAKE oNE SHow in'97 - make it SPRSCS!



AND NOW - a message from your sponsor.

YES - Uncle Baysat has outgrown the present quarters in Hastings and
tucking the 7 metre dish under his arm is shifting to bigger, brighter
quarters iust up the road a piece in Napier. This means better on-site

control of inventoryr faster delivery (we are already legendary for
same-day shipping!), new office and inventory room and most

important - room for a very impressive array of operating satellite dishes
for C, Ku and Ka from very small to "Not in MY Backyard!".

IMPORTANT NEW NUMBERS FOR YOUR RECORDS

TOLL FREE (within New Zealand) * 0800 BAYSAT (0800 229728)
INTERNATIONAL telephone \ 64-6-843-5296

FAX (domestic and international) * 64-6-843-6429
Postal (mailed items) \ PO Box 3311, Napier, New Zealand

SHIPPING (physical address) \ 198 Carnegie Road, Onekawa, Napier, New Zealand
WEB Site (Brighter, more informative than ever!) \ http://www.baysat.co.nzlbaysat

e-mail (Still the lowest cost way to reach us!) \ john@baysat.co.nz

We invite you to CONTACT US NOW for special invitations to affend
our SPRSCS'97 "How to make monev in satellite" seminars!

We STILL accept
VISA, Mastercard with

no surcharge!

BAY SATELLfiTffi TV LTD
PO BOX 3311 . Napier o New Zealand o Tel toll free OSOO BAYSAT
International 64-6-843-5296 r Fax 64-6-843-6429 (O80O 229 728ti

Physical location o 198 Carnegie Road, Onekawa, Napier
http: //www. baysat. co. nzlbaysat

e-mai l  john@baysat.co.nz

YES!
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charges in the $5 region except through MediaNet you
have unrestricted usage 24 hours per day.

As magnificent as the 300 kbps is, this is hardly the
world of maximum speed Internet. The size of the
Internet universe, in mega-terra-giga bytes changes by
the second. In the best case it is so sizeable that even at
300 kbps not everything buried within Internet will flow
by your decoder very often. MediaNet recognises this
challenge by doing selective editing of the Internet
content via their VBI circuit. The exact parameters of
their editing (what is left in, what comes out, how often
this is changed) is a subject of ongoing debate within
MediaNet. At this point in time the first users of
MediaNet via Deutsche Welle will be participating in a
fbrm of "Beta testing" experiencing what MediaNet has
selected on their own, and feeding back to MediaNet
(unfortunately, through e-mail or other modem
connected terrestrial circuits) their reactions to the
content.

Having selected the web sites by name or topic
material by key words ("Satellite") the MediaNet user is
rewarded with instant response. That is because the
softrvare plus l0 MB of hard drive memory are
dedicated to the task at hand. MediaNet has organised
the data flow into "time segments" and they tell us a
daily schedule will advise when new information will be
available in hundreds of fields of interest. Because this
is a marriage of Teletext and Internet, as a'plus'we end
up with 256 colour page displays laid out, they say, like
"magazine pages with illustrations and artwork." A more
detailed analysis of the MediaNet system and its
computer requirements appears in this issue on op. 32;
"At Sign-Off."
MEANWHILE ln The USA

The Hughes/Thomson DSS (DirecTV) Ku-band
service delivering nearly 200 possible channels of
digital TV to 18" dishes in North America launched a
companion DirecPC late in October. This service is very
similar in form to the MediaNet service just described
with some minor hardware differences. As reported in
this issue, DirecTV pricing has dropped to the point
where TV systems are all but being given away to attract
new subscribers. DirecPC is starting off in pricing at the
same level which initiated DirecTV 28 months ago;
(US)$699 for a 21" elliptical offset dish, LNB, cables
and in place of the normal set-top IRD, a "PC card" that
is designed to fit into an expansion port for the user's
PC. Various software programs are also included to
facilitate searching for and locating of specific web sites
or topics.

The service does not utilise the vertical blanking
interval of a TV programme signal; rather it is sent on a
narrow slice of the Ku spectrum used by the Hughes
satellites at a rate of approximately 400 kbps; typically

14 times faster than the best grade of terrestrial
telephone modems (28.8 kbps).

In addition to the hardware costs (for reasons not fully
explained an existing DirecTV receiving package is not
usable; even for the antenna,/LNB portion) for DirecPC,
there are use charges. Once operational, the user has a
variety of charging options. First there is US$9.95 per
month as a "user fee," equivalent to the DMl5 user fee
for MediaNet. Then there are per hour and bulk rated
per month fees which DirecPC suggests will average
around US$40 per month for a "typical user." The fees
announced to date do not seem to be significantly better
than those US Internet users are now paying for
terrestrial links. Of course at 14 times the data access
rate, in theory a user can spend lll4th as much time
using the service to retrieve what they now access. Like
MediaNet, this is a one-way service supported by search
engine software although built into the satellite IRD is a
modem that allows the user to communicate through the
terrestrial network as well. In effect, 400 kbps incoming
and 28.8 (or less) kbps outgoing.

Hughes has announced a similar DirecPC service will
be available in the Pacific/Asia but has not set a time
table. Hughes and PanAmSat are in the process of a
merger at this time with the result that the Hughes
constellation of l3 satellites and the PanAmSat group of
8 (1998) will become a "seamless entity" for
interconnection of any point on the globe to any other.
The initial targei region for Asia is Taiwan and Japan
although a Hughes spokesman told SF, "Ihe are also
actively studying Australia as well."

All of this suggests satellite TV installers should begin
now to understand this new service.

1/ The vert ical  blanking interval  (VBl) port ion of
the Deutsche Welle service stays within the TV

(video) signal even when the signal is demodulated
and remodulated. Therefore the video "out" l ine to
the decoder could also come from a TV receiver

equipped with a "video out" jack on the rear apron.
Addit ional ly,  cable television systems carrying

Deutsche Welle wi l l  be del iver ing MediaNet into
cable subscribing homes as wel l  because the two

signals are not separated in the cable carr iage
process. This opens up the possibi l i ty that cable TV

system subscribers can equip with the MediaNet
decoder to recover the same service through their
cable system. In this case the TV receiver or VCR

is tuned to the Deutsche Welle cable service
channel and "video out" connects to the decoder.

2 /  SPRSCS '97  w i l l  inc lude a  four  hour  " ln te rne t

v ia  Sate l l i te "  Sympos ium f rom 11AM to  3PM on
Saturday January 2Sth. This symposium is joint ly

sponsored by PC Magazine New Zealand and
SPACE Pacif ic and is intended for one-day
attendees interested in this new del ivery

technology. A report  on high speed Internet access
via satel l i te and cable appears in PC Magazine (NZ

and Austral ia) December/Januarv issue.
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SPACE Pacific
Satellite
Programme
Access
CommittEe

A trade association for users, designers,

installers, sellers of private satellite-direct

systems in the Pacific Ocean & Asia Regions

d

The Search For Programme Access
SPACE members of Installer/Dealer grade and higher

throughout New Zealand will be gathering at

Christchurch (November l6) and Taupo (November l7)

to discuss in closed session the status of programme
access. This initiative is a first effort to assist members
in better understanding why so many different "policies"

seem to exist in the programming end of this industry.
The groups will be relatively small and the sessions
intense with open dialogue to encourage members to ask

specific questions about programming sources which

they have found difficult in obtaining programme

access.
There are major, unresolved problems relating to

access. New Zealand has modern copyright legislation
adopted at the end of 1994. Australia struggles with

legislation decades old and essentially unchanged from

thi days prior to television. New Caledonia, Fiji,

Solomon Islands and other areas reached by SaIFACTS
and SPACE Pacific have either no legislation in place or

rule by "executive order" on matters relating to satellite
program access.

There is no one, single, statement about copyright that
can describe the situation in two or more sovereign
countries in the Pacific. No
idiosyncrasies which require

are alike, each has
initiative and this

usually means personal face to face meetings with

both have approved what we would classiff "SMATV"

(satellite master antenna system). A recently "executive

order" approved project in Fiji plans to use five or more
dishes to provide 20+ satellite delivered channels to a
"resort community" that is self-contained on a single
island. The government officials explained they were
"not authorising cable TV" in the resort, only allowing
the project builders "to provide a master antenna service
to residents." That the residents will be almost totally
non-Fijian, wealthy, and will bring significant foreign

capital to Fiji to support their lifestyles on their "private

island" probably had a bearing on the decision.
As a practical matter, each programmer has its own

internal distribution policy. ESPN, for example, has
offered service to New Caledonia hotels and restaurants
provided the establishments were willing to pay a

minimum annual fee in the region of US$3,500' We
know of no similar offering made by ESPN to any other

area in the Pacific.
At the Christchurch and Taupo meetings specific

questions are being addressed and guidance being
offered by an advisor to SPACE on copyright matters'
The hope is that by participating in the sessions,
installer/dealers, cable operators and others will be
better equipped to know what they can and cannot do.
what services they can offer and cannot offer, and where

there are red danger flags stay away from any
involvement in "grey market" programming which

could result in penalties (financial and legal) for the

system installer. Not every question has an easy answer
and in some situations there will be "no answer at this

two
local
to

government officials or judges to determine just what

each country will allow. Some, such as New Caledonia
and Fiji, simply will not allow what we think of as cable

TV. On the other hand, under the "right circumstances"

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE
Membership in SpACE pacif ic is open to any individual or f irm involved in the "satel l i te-direct"

world in the pacif ic and Asia regions. There are four levels of membership covering "lndividuals,"

the , ' lnstal ler/Dealer," the "cable/sMATV Operator," and the "lmporter/Distr ibutor/Programmer."

All  levels receive periodic programme and equipment access updates from SPACE, signif icant

discounts on gaods and services from many member f irms, and major discounts while attending

the annual spRcs (industry trade show) each January in Auckland. Members also part icipate in

policy creation forums, have correspondence training courses available. To f ind oulT::. j  contact

(fax) 64-9-406-1083 or use information request card, page 34, this issue of SaIFACTS. Page

space within satFACTS is donated each month to the trade

association without cost by the publisher.
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and tune-in programming received by the dish system?bl what is the legal posi t ion of someone who goes outside of New zealand, to Indonesia, to purchase aB-MAC decoder for pr ivate home use to receive HBo Asia and rNT/cartoons?
cl same quest ion -  for a commercial  establ ishment such as a pub or motel?d) Many of the f i rst  digi tal  services being transmit ted are Nor present ly ut i l is ing condit ional access. Anothere are off- the-shelf  digi tal  receivers avai lable which tune in these broad"urt ,  In the same way analoguereceivers tune-in free to air  analogue transmissions. Are these free to air  digi tar s ignars any di f ferent for home

e) Same question #'"",il:l"f: ffi::T:o8fi:,. private home userf )  Austral ian Galaxy can be received in some port ions of New Zealand i f  the proper equipment is instai led.what is the legal posture of an individual in New zealand arranging through Ausirat ia for a Galaxy decooerand smartcard to access Galaxy from here?
g) Same quest ion but subst i tute pub or motel .h) when digi tal  services do employ condit ional access, and establ ish a market ing scheme to se1 subscript ionsin areas outside of New zealand, the effect is the same as with an individual in 'New Zealand accessing HBoAsia and rNT/cartoons via a B-MAC decoder and subscript ion acquired outside the country.  Does the factthat the signals are condit ional access digi tal  change the legal posi t ion of the user in any way?i l  In the cable television area - Television New Zealano ano rvg have both created cabre television contracrs.Both are asking cable operators for a monthly fee, per channel and per subscriber,  However,  at  least onemajor New Zealand cable f i rm (First  Media) is known to not being paying a monthly fee to Television NewZealand for i ts channels '  can Television New Zealand require a programme carr iage contract f rom some cabreoperators and not others, under the terms of the 1gg4 Copyri 'gfr t  nct?j)  First  Media has decided Nor to cable carry TV3 in New Zealand because of Jcirprt"  over payment ofcopyright fees for " free to air"  terrestr ial  s ignals.  What should we make of this?k) NBc Asia has establ ished a pol icy that cable operators must pay a minimum of US$1,ooo per month to bean aff i l iate; the equivalent of  1 ,667 cable subscribers. Does the act ai low such discr iminat ion against smal ler

cable systems?
l) cNN is free to air  on several  satel l i tes. Yet to become an aff i l iate of rNT/cartoon channel,  the cableoperator must agree to also pay for

CNN as i f  i t  were a c ' '  I  FILTERonott tonal access I

,'i113'",?;n"JJ:ff:i',:',i:,Tji, | ,*Examn,e syEAR #zlt
m) BBC World is avai lable free to air
digi tal  on PAS-2 and other satel l i tes.
Television New Zealand warns cable
operators NOT to carry i t  threatening
to br ing copyright sui t  i f  cable does

carry BBC World. Are they within their
r ights here?

n) ls cable TV, or SMATV in any legal
jeopardy by placing free to air  s ignals _

whether they come in analogue or
digi tal  -  on their  cable systems in New

Zealand?

time." The session will be videotaped
and scheduled within SPRSCS ,97 as
well. Because of the nature of the

Free Catalogs

Low-Cost Anti-Radar Block_Band
Deletion Bandpass pre-Select

+ !-g!! special needs

Channel Transmitter Line
Combiners Bandpass Componentsmaterial, videotape copies will not be lr '-"'=-" """'"'

available (i.e., dpnscs ,97 anendees A;l':,il:ll"-- 6mav view the tape but no copies can be 
ffifrI Zrqmade). A summary of the topics included

in the meetinss is included here. W /

ilil.;r"J,lffffi 3il,'?iJ,"fl:;':ffi3; W 4% ffiffifiin'i#f''""'
available (i.e., SPRSCS '97 anendees /ffiN"Tlffi:Tl BOSTICK FILTER DIVISION

in the meetings is included here. v / 
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or more programmers. Members will be l New Zealand tel 64-9-479-7889
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The

CABLE
Connection

Selective signal delivery to subscriber TV sets was

described in this column previously (SF July' August'

September). There are numerous situations which

require that only a portion of the cable spectrum be

available to the connected TV sets although different

sets may require differing "chunks" of the spectrum' As

noted. one of the more economical approaches is to

place a "full spectrum" onto the cable mainline (trunk)

and feecler lines, and then house for house eliminate

portions of the spectrum at the subscriber tap before it

goes into the home.
In September we described the in-line filter' a

A ^ . I Z $ l 5 p e r u n i t d e v i c e w i t h t h e q u i t e s p e c i a l a b i l i t y
to selectively "stop" some portions of the spectrum

while simultaneously 
"passing" other portions' The

combination of stop and pass are pretty much by user

orden the full spectrum may be 50 to 550 MHz and any

chunks within that broad bandwidth can be chosen to
"pass" or "stoP."

To illustrate, see the photos here' Top right, a 39 cable

channel spectrum with 55'25MHzatthe left and 447'25

at the rig'ht. Middle, same spectrum but with a 50-200

MHz loiv pass filter installed. All of the TV carriers

above the cut-off frequency have simply disappeared'

being "absorbed" by the filter. A TV receiver connected

to the cable system after the filter would not receive

those channels above 200 MHz'

A filter such as this is capable of rejecting signals

above the "cut-off' by something in excess of 50 dB' A

TV receiver connected to cable nominally receives 60

dBuV (1,000 microvolts) per channel; a 50 dB reduction

drops the signal level to just a few microvolts - far too

weak to p.odu". useful reception' The bottom (right)

photo iliustrates how, with the sensitivity of the

spectrum analyser increased, you still cannot "find" the

TV signals above the cut-off frequency of the filter'

Small Town Cable - continued

As described in this column for October, it is entirely

cost effective to serve a community of perhaps several

hundred homes with no cable plant amplifiers' By

carefully selecting the appropriate trunk and feeder line

cable. and creating a headend with something

approximating +108 dBuV (48 dBmV) output on the

trighest TV carrier frequency, your cable plant can be as

Spectral  display showing 39 cable TV carr iers from

55.25 MHz ( lef t  hand side) to 447 '25 (r ight) '

50-
200
MHz

50-
550
MHz

With f  i l ter instal led -  display shows 15 TV carr iers

remaining (el iminat ing al l  s ignals above 200 MHz)

How far "down?" Top two displays are in 1O dB per

grat icule divis ion. Here, 1 5 carr iers remaining after

the f i l ter is instal led are displayed at 2 dB per

divis ion. Carr iers in cut-off  region are "down" more

than 50 dB; more than enough to el iminate service

to TV sets above the cut"'off frequency'

:



much as 2,000 metres in length. Or, as reported, if you
elect only to utilise the spectrum below 100 MHz, the
cable plant can extend for as much as 4,000 metres with
no signal amplification beyond the headend equipment.
Such "mini-cable" systems offer entrepreneurs the
opportunity to create an income producing business
which can, over time, grow into a sizeable self funding
cable business.

Raising capital (dollars) to launch a cable system is a
difficult task. Moreover, as is often true in business the
people who have the know-how and drive to get on with
such a new business often do not have access to the tens
or hundreds of thousands of dollars required to launch
the business.

Consider this option. Select a community or portion of
a communify with substandard off-air TV reception.
Find a location near the community where terrain or
other propagation factors allow you to create "clean"

(strong, interference free) terrestrial TV reception. Now
create a map depicting how much cable would be
required to run from the off-air site to the community
arrd around the community.

If the map shows you can reach the furthest part of the
direct-reception sheltered community with no more than
4,000 metres of cable, by frequency transposing all of
the off-air signals to a channel space between 55.25 and
83.25 then the system can be planned around the loss of
cable at 100 MHz. If the first TV channel is 55.25 MHz

you use 90.25 and seven if you use 48.25. The beaut."- of
this is that because you are using only the output"power" of the headend, the plant can be designed
initially without any regard to amplifier selection or
placement. In effect, the cable portion is totalll,"passive" (cable, line splitters, directional coupler
tap-off devices). This reduces to approximately 50% the
cost of the plant proper; a kilometre of cable installed by
you with local assistance (i.e., no cable contractor) can
easily come in at under An{Z$5,000. By charging
AA,IZ$20 per month and signing up ten subscriber
homes per kilometre, the cable will produce $2,400 in a
year per kilometre. To fatten up the cable offering.
consider adding one, two or three easily captLrred
satellite signals at the headend. The pay back period
(out of debt for the cost of the plant) should run berween
30 and 36 months; less time if the number of subscribers
is greater than ten homes per kilometre.

What this does for you is simply this. you become a
cable operator, using economical means to start the
system, and by avoiding amplifiers within the plant you
can then return once the system is generating reveuLle
and expand the channel capacity simply by placing
amplifiers where they are required to grow beyond the
initial 100 MHz (top frequency) original design lirnit.
And once you have an operating cable system, yoll are
then in a position to grow the system into a reasonable

there will be room for five channels to 83.25 MHz, six if business. Getting started is the tough panl
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Gemini
TV

s7Et703
I395RHC

Money TV 57E1703
1348RHC

Sun
Movies

5'�7Et103
1348LHC

Sun TV 5781703
122ORHC

AsiaNet 57F,1703
117ORHC

WorldNet 5'�7E1703
IOg5RHC

NEPC 57F,t703
r0921LHC

TVi s7Et703
IO I5LHC

Azerbaidj. s'7Et'703
98OLHC

Discovery
India

68.8/Pas4
vv l360

Sony Ent. 68.8/Pas4
vt l1239

Movie
Club

68.8lPas4
H z l 1 1 1 7

CNN 68.8/Pas4
vv l06 t

TNT+ 68.8/Pas4
vt l t036

BBC
World

68.8/Pas4
vtl995

MTV &
Jain TV

68.8/Pas4
vtl966

IW6 Mos. 80F,,L275

MAPTV 80E/1475

Moscow I 90Et 147 5

Moscow 2 90E11275

India I 93.5^025

India 2 93.5/1060

India 3 93.511420

CCTV 96.s11325

Moscow I 96.511475

Value Ch. 100.4t
l488Vt This satellite, formerly at

130E, should be on station
and testing soon with

various Filipino programmers

Saudi'TV 1408/1275

Moscow I l40E/r475

Udaya l42E/1225

EMTV t42E/1265

EagleNet 142F,11325

RAJ-TV t42E/1420

ASN r428t1475

Moscow 1 1458n475

NHK l69E/Hz
l l l 5

CNN l69Elllz
l  1 8 3

Value
Channel

l69ENt
1400

ccTV-4
(MPEG)

l69ElHz
1426

RFO t80E/l  105

WorldNet l80E/l  179

CNBC l74W/Hz
990

skv
B-Mac

1130Vt

DW
Bouquet
(DVB

MPEG)

1l50Hz
l/Dw

2Il�/dCM
3/RAI
4ITVE
5/TV5

RTPi t167Vt

CCTV-4 I l83Hz

Reuters l23IHz

STAR
Japan
DVB

MPEG;
not

mmpliant

125OVt
l/"Plus"
2NIVA
3/Test
4/feeds
s/Sky

London
6/Radio

CCTV-2 13l0Hz

APTV
(MPEG)

l 3 5 l  H z

Star
Asian

Movies
(news-
cryp0

l390Hz

STAR
Asia

(MPEG/
CA)

141OVt
(see p.

26)

CCTV-1 l430Hz

STAR
Asia

(MPEG/
cA)

l450vt
(see p.

26)

TVB
Mongolia

l47OHz

Value
Channel

l488Vt

CFI 990H2

Brunei l0 lOvt

MTV
Asia

l03OHz

ESPN
(B-Mac)

l05Ovt

TPI l070Hz

TV
Indosair

l090vt

ABN l l 20Hz

ANteve I  l3Ovt

HBO
(B-Mac)

1  l50Hz

CNNI 1 l70v t

SCTV 1190H2

GMA 1230H2

TV3 125OVt

ATVI 1270H2

TVRI l 3 l O H z

RTM l330vt

RCTI 1350Hz

(data) 1370v

TNT+
(B-Mac)

l39}Hz

(data) 14 lOvt

Discovery
(B-Mac)

1430H2

CNBC l530Hz

STAR SE
Asia

MPEG

l57OHz

STAR SE.
Asia

MPEG

I  650H2

Russian Polarisation
S (Stationar) series

satellites are RHC (right
hand circular); R

(Rimsat) are LHC (left

NOTES:
C2M replaced Cl at 1 13E over period 28 June

I July. Bold "OK" NZ on 3m.
Russian R,S series satellites are inclined orbit;

+/- indicates extent of
present inclination.

Jain TV 1,275

Muslim TV 1,425

Orbita II 1,475

APNA 1.375

Orbita II 1,490

t @
t



Saudi TV 1,275

Orbita I 1 ,475

S^22 S27 1703 t604 t602 t704 pas4 St3 S30 S6 fn2C Sl9 As2 S2t C2 Jcsat3 R4t 57 R42 St6 83 Bl Pas2 1701 t703 tsl l

40E 53.2 57 60 62.9 66E 68.8 80 85 g0 93.5 96.5 100.5103 1t3 128 130 140 A2t.5 156 160 t6s 174 177 181

(B-Mac) 1425/Vt

Central
ABC

HACBSS

1393/Hz
B-Mac

Vic. ETV 1361/Vt
CryptV.

Imparja
TV

1329/Hz
B-Mac

(B-Mac) t297tvt
Net 9,
skv

specials

t233Nt
B-Mac

Central
ABC

HACBSS

l20llllz
B-Mac

t t69Nt

Galaxy 1137/Hz
Irdeto

Mpeg2

I I 054/t

Galaxy l073lHz
Irdeto

Mpeg2

Golden
West

t04t/vt

1009/Hz

977 lvt

Net 9,
Sky feeds

t425Nt
B-Mac

Data 1402/IIz

QSTV 1377lHz
B-Mac

NE ABC
HACBSS

t370/vt
B-Mac

NE SBS
HACBSS

l344Nt
B-Mac

SE SBS
HACBSS

1339/Hz
B-Mac

SE ABC
HACBSS

1313/Hz
B-Mac

skv
Channel

t296Nt
B-Mac

ABC
Radio

1276/Hz
(digital)

)mniCast 1270/Vt
(FM/FM)

ABC
feeds

1247lHz
. Pal

Net 7 t244Nt
E-Pal

Net 9
feeds

t2t9Nt
Pal&Ntsc

1214/Hz

Net l 0 n82/Vt
E-Pal

Net 9 1180/Hz
E-Pal

Net l0
feeds

I155/Vt
Pal

Net 7 tt20Nt
E-Pal

Net 9
feeds

10914/t
Pal

CAA air
to ground

r009/vt
Nbfm

CAA air
.o ground

977Nt
Scpc(fm)

cglry,4
e9

1433.5lV
iSa9223)

affii#e:B
Value Ch. 1400/vt
Discovery
PowerVu

1374/Hz
(5a9223)

MTV Asia t346Nr
B-Mac

ESPN 1288/Vt
B-Mac

MPEG-2
Po'@fifu
Sylmar

1249/Hz
(5a9223)

TNT+
(t/2Tr)

t2l8Nt
B-Mac

CNN+
(r/2Tr)

ll83/Hz

FoxSports I  l6 l lvt
(5a9222)

NHK lll5lFlz

Filipino
Channel

1060/Hz
(GI Mpeg)

NBC Mux
MPEG

l0sTlfr
(Pace)

MPEG-2
PowerVu
HonKong

l002vt
(5a9223)

TCS Sing. 967ftI2

E
t t _ _ _ _ l
l f  Feeds  I  Ses  l l
l # l  I
l f  Feeds  I  es4  I l
t - ' l-

E
* uniquely left hand

circular

AFRTS 973
B-Mac *

Feeds 980

W
TVNZ 964lNtl

3000

TVNZ 972tNtl
3000

TVNZ 98ONtl
3000

TVNZ 98gn{tl
3000

(data) 1,054

Canal + 1,054 * *

(data) t ,092

RFO
Tahiti

I , 1 0 5

Asian 1 . 1 3 0

World-
net

1 . 1 7 9

Aust. 9 t,220

Keystone 1,256
1  a 1 -

Mpeg
IESTS

1 , 3  1 0

Mpeg
tests

1,325

Mpeg r ,388
Keystone 1,432

Feeds 963

Feeds 984

(513  Ku)

Service RF Freq.

US Nets l0980vt

NBC I  l0 l5v t

Feeds l05lOvr

Ku Services
Intelsat Ku band

services shown here
are boresighted to
Japan and nearby

Asia, have not been
reported south of

equator. At boresight,
signals of <2m levels.

|  * * " . & L H C  I
| 

** LHC onry I
I e/ encryption 

l

( 5 1 1  K u )

Service RF Freq.

CBS I  l480Hz

CNNI I  l 5 l O H z
CNBC 990H2

BBC
World

ll90Hz
MPEG

uPcoMtNG SATELLTTE LAUNCHES
January '97|JCSAT-4 

to l  SOE
JanuarV '97 | lndostar (S-bandl to 1 O6E

January '97l ApStar 2R to ??E
February ,gT l  l tgOl  to  174E

February '97: Mabuhay to 144E.

Udaya 1,225

EMTV 1,265

EagleNet ' 1,325

RPN9
5a9222

1,375
( l .s)

RAJ-TV 1,420

ATN 1,465



Bird Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Programme
Channels

FEC Msym

As2 EBB 4000/1 l50Hz 5TV,13 radio,
MediaNet (a)

J IL+ 28.
t25

StarAsia CA
test

3700/l45Ovt u p t o 6 T V
(b)

3t4 28.
100

StarAsia tests 3740ll4l0vt u p t o 6 T V
(b)

3t4 28.
100

STAR +
service

390011250Vt5TV, I radio
(c)

3t4 28.
100

APTV News 3799/125lHz lTV, 1 aux 314 5 .
632

R4t /153E DSP, lnc .
Phil ippines

3'705t1445
LHC

3TV
(d)

5 t 1 dW
PAS-2 TCS

Siigapore-SA
41831967H2 2TV 6.:4 6.

62

Discovery
Singapore-SA

377611374H2 3t4 19.
8s0

NBC HK-
Philips

409311057H2 7TV
(e)

314 29.
473

SA California
PowerVu

390111259H2 7TV
(f)

3t4 30.
800

SA California
PowerVu

t241511t15
Vt

7TV
(D €)

3t4 30.
800

CCTV China
PowerVu

3716.51
1433.5Vt

zTV
(h)

3/4 19.
850

SA HK
PowerVu

414811002Vt 7TV
(D

zt) +r>1,
430

Optus 83 Galaxy l2439Hz 2ot trv
c)

314 29.
473

Interoperable Receivers
(1)

NTL, DGT400(2),
DVR5OO,IRD52O, SK888

NTL(b), SK888

NTL(b), SK888

NTL, SK888

NTL, Comstream

S A9222 today (temporary) ;
shortlv 9223 onlv

S-A PowerVu

S-A PowerVu

NTL, DGT400(2),
DVRsOO,IRD52O

S-A PowerVu

S-A PowerVu

S-A PowerVu

S-A PowerVu

DGT4OO,IRD52O, SK888
(3)

1)lnteroperable receivers: Receivers ( lRDs) which have proven through repeated use to be capable of rel iable digital reception for the

programme services l isted. 2l Pace (Galaxy) DGT4OO units wil l  function on these services ONLY if  they have NOT been over-the-air
"upgraded" to include the "programme Censorship" classif icat ion function. 3) Access to Galaxy programming requires a smartcard from

Galaxy; such cards reportedly wil l  also function with lRD52O. Otherwise preview channel and TVSN are only services FTA.
(a) (11Deutsche Welle, {2} MCM, (3} RAI International (no audio as ot 07-' l1-96}, (41 RTVE, (5) TV5 Paris; Radio channels: (1} DW #1

stereo, (21 DW#2 (stereo), (3) DW#3 (stereo), (4) YLE (left),  RCI (r ight),  (5) SRI(|),  WRN(r), (61 REE, (7) DW#1 (stereo), (81 DW#2

(stereo), (9) DW#1 {stereo), (1O) NN RA6, (11) NN RA8 + MediaNet i lnternetl  with Vert ical Blanking Interval of DW TV on video

programme ch. 1 (see SF#27, p. 14,321; (b) Star Asia using their own version of MPEG(2) is test ing up to 6 programme channels on

these two transponders; condit ional access when employed requires Pace DVS-21 1 receiver and companion smartcard. Occasional ly

test ing can be seen on DMV/NTL 3OOO without condit ional access. (c) Video is subject to some variat ion but nominal ly includes: {1}

Star + (Japan; NTSC), (2) VIVA Cinema (Phil ippines: NTSC), (3) CNBC {actual ly, test with stat ic sl ide}, (4) (horse} racing feeds (verv

occasional) to 'TCNA', (5) Skv News (London), (6) Star Radio; (d) At press t ime this remains SA MPEG 1.5 at 1375LHC on 142.4E

but conversion to PowerVu and 153E is scheduled. At this t ime (1) ABC-S (English), (21 RPN-9 (English), (11) test video; (e) (11

CNBC, (2) CNBC, (3) NBC Asia, (41 Colour bars - future use, (51 CNBC, (6) NBC Asia, (7) colour bars - future use [note: CNBC and

NBC spl i t  feeds by programme channel for dif fering target area t ime zones ( lndia, for example, is t ime-offset from Austral ia/New

Zealand)l;  ( f l  (1)CMT (NTSC), {2) CBS feeds, others; (3) ABC feeds, others; (4) ESPN2 (condit ional access} NTSC, (5) BBC World

(NTSC), (6) Bloomberg Financial (NTSC), (7) Golf Channel (NTSC) - note: EWTN/Eternal Word TV Network - wi l l  somehow f i t  into this

bouquet December 8; (g) Ku feed of Cali fornia PowerVu bouquet had disappeared from PAS-2 November 4 and may not return (was a

test);  (hl (1) ccTV4 (NTSC), (21 CCTV3 (NTSC) [these 2 services very dif f icult  to receiver because of low eirp through transponder - i f

you can resolve these, your dish is working VERY WELLII;  ( i)  (1) CTN News, 
(21 CTN Entertainment (condit ional access), (3) TVBS HK

and other feeds (NTSC), (4) CCTV-4 (NTSC), (5) NBC Asia, (6)ABN;j l  Galaxy access requires subscript ion smartcard which works

with intended DGT4OO .lRD and from reports with Panasat lRD52i7s well .  Without smartcard DGT4OO, |RD52O and perhaps SK888

wil l  also access free to air programme preview channel and TVSN shopping channel.

UPLINKING A PUZZLE?

Bryon G.G. Evans . Tellfax 5+'9'421'0841



SATELLITE TV TECHNOTOGY
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
The official technician certification course ol
Jhe SPACE-Pacific satellite trade association

THE SATELLITE TV TECHNaLOGY CORRE-
SPONDENCE COURSE is a complete home/office
gtudy program that has been expressly developed
for students and professionals who wish to expand
their knowledge and technical skills. The course
consists of the SateLLtte TVRO Handbookand Sat-
elLtte TV Technologg Oueruietu videotape,
supplimentary text materials on the latest techni-
cal developments in the Asia/paciftc Region, four
take-at-home exams, a report card, and a certifi-
cate upon course completion. Students are able
to proceed at their own pace and receive clarifica-
tion from the course leader concerning specific
course topics or ask questions on related topics.

THE SATELLITE TV TECHNOLOGY CORRE-
SPONDENCE COITRSE is taught by Mark Long,
Founding Publisher of the World. Satellite Alma-
nac. Each of the four major course exams are
mailed to registered students upon receipt of their
written request for the exarn materials. Completed
exams are returned to the course leader for grad_
ing and suggestions for further studv to clarifri
those points on each exzun which the siudent mav

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE VIDEOTAPE (ABOVE) :
PART ONE: THE SPACE SEGMENT: Orbits & Orbital As_
signments: Frequencies; Satellite Frequency Bands S/C,/
Ku/Ka: FSS vs BSS Satellite Frequency Assignments: Sat_
ellite Transponders; Satellite polarization Formats; Satel_
lite Communication Subsystems; and Interpreting Satel_
lite Coverage Maps. PART TWO: THE EARTH SEGMENT:
Antennas & Feedhorns; LNBs; Receivers and IRDs. pART
THREE: VIDEO.AND AUDIO PROCESSING: Video Stan-
dards - NTSC, Pal And Secam; HDTV; Video Encryption;
Digital Video Compression; Digit izing Video; MPEG &
MPEG DVB; MPEG Compression Techniques; MpEG Data
Rates; Transmitting MPEG Via Satellite. PART FOUR: IN_
STALLING SATELLITE RECEMNG SySTEMS: Antenna
& Feedhorn Alignment; Installing Digital Receiving Sys-
tems. 6O minutes, PAL,VHS.

not have fully mastered. Upon successful comple-
tion of the four major exams, each student will be
awarded a certificate of course completion.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE TEXTBOOK (Left):  A com_
prehensive introduction to al l  aspects of satel l i te video
and audio technology covering basic satel l i te terminol_
ogy and the interpretat ion of satel l i te coverage maps;
satel l i te subsystem overview; satel l i te telecommunica-
tion frequency assignments; video transmission and en_
cryp t ion  s tandards ,  d ig i ta l  v ideo compress ion  and
HDTV; international satel l i te earth stat ion componant
guide; how to install satellite TV receive onty if:VnO)
systems, modif ied polar mount al ignment; incl ined or-
bit  satel l . j te tracking guide, SMATV system design; the
effects of solar outages and rain fades on satel l i te sys-
t e m  d e s i g n ,  a n d  a  c o m p l e t e  l e x i c o n  o f  s a t e l i t e
terminology.The off icial technician cert i f icat ion course
textbook of SPACE Pacif ic. 212 pages i l lustrated.

THE SATELLITE
TVRO HANDBOOK

_ written & compiled by Mark Long
Founding Pubtisher of The WORLD SATELUfE atUeNeC
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Nextwave EX400 IjT Satellite Receiver

Nextwave EX-Sfi) Satellite Receiver
On screen graphics, Low Threshold,

500 Channels.

s260.00*

Remote controlled, 400 Channels.
Don't be deceived bY the Price-this

is a high quality satellite receiven

$ 1 85.00*

Nextwave EX{fi) Satellite Receiver / Positioner
On screen graphics, Low Threshold,

Built-in actuator controller.

$380.00*

Samart Z.3mQuad Mesh Dish

$420.00* w Samart 3.0m Quad Mesh Dish

$560.00*

ffiiM
RifiSA]VIAR
| . ] 5 r i ! a R N A l l o n

@

FjNCId'Ihre
Elffiffi-4l

f.T:fi[Inf.Tl
T

EHRNST'IdAS HAS CIONdf, EARtYg
The deluxe receiver of the

Echostar range.

200 channels stored,
fully programmable, low
threshold video & audio.

once onrv $240*EchoStar LT-830

ACN: O',0 372362

8 61 7 32522947
B 6'17 3252 8541
B dargie@ozernail.com.au

6 Nationwide Antenna SYstems P/L
17 Campbell Street,
Bowen Hills, Qld., Australia 4006



AT PRESS DEADTINE
RAI International married audio to their video (see p. 2, herel

November 7th.0n the EBB, all five TV services have audio on the
left channel while RAI and TV5 typically do not transmit regular
audio on their right channels. Both are exploring possibly sending

separate radio audio 0n the right channel.

RAJ-TV, the Tamil language Indian service that until
mid-October inhabited Rimsat G4l (130E), in moving to
142.48 leaves behind a small but fiercely loyal group of
supporters in the Pacific. The RAJ powerhouse signal, once
described by SatFACTS as "perhaps the most powerful
satellite transponder in the world, in terms of coverage and
reach," was a mostly dependable 24 hour per day service
which thousands of satellite enthusiasts in the Pacific recall as
their "first satellite reception."

It was difficult to miss RAJ on the l30E global beam. The
3675 MHz RF carrier backed by a75 watt transponder made it
unique in the satellite world. Many observers in the Pacific
found delight in prdving and reproving how small a satellite
antenna could be, for C-band, and still produce quality
pictures. If a dish couldn't produce RAJ, it probably wouldn't
work on anything else either!

M. Raajhendran (the "RAJ" of RAJ-TV) visited SatFACTS
in April 1995 as we reported in SF#9. He and cohort Shankar
Karikar were totally unaware their transponder happened to be
so powerful and were amazed to visit homes in New Zealand
which displayed RAJ-TV reception with the same clarity as
they were accustomed to in their homes in Madras. Following
their visit many months of fax, telephone and written
exchanges attempted to put together a "programming plan" for
RAJ-TV that would take advantage of their hrlge coverage area
beyond India. As Raaj repeatedly noted during the visit, "I

believe our being (randomly) assigned such a powerful
satellite (channel) is a 'message' and we must fnd a wqy to
make the best use of it." At one point there was a quite feasible
plan to turn 12 hours each day into Asia/Pacific programming
designed to appeal to viewers in English as well as
non-English speaking regions. Alas, back home in India the
cable TV explosion was developing so rapidly that by August
1995 RAJ-TV was actually making money from just their
Tamil language service and from that point onward interest in
English and other programming waned.

RAJ's move to 142.4E was telegraphed late in September by
a crawl message "To All Cable Operators" running across the
screen. A series of cable operator meetings explained to their
Indian cable op target audience the mechanics of moving to a
new satellite. Sfrangely, for south-eastern India, the 142.4E
transponder is actually stronger than the l30E super power
global reach world of 3675. Of course for viewers south of the
equator, as well as in Japan the move meant the end of

Crawl announcement across bottom of screen, in
Engl ish, advised Indian cable operators to attend
meeting September 25th sponsored by RAJ-TV

RAJ-TV. A pity because many thousands of non-Tamil
speaking viewers had grown very fond of the elaborately
produced music videos and the zany Marx-Brothers-like home
grown comedies that filled RAJ daily. Nothing, however, will
ever replace the 'RAJ TV Shopping Programme' and the
dapper man who demonstrated children's toys. As he casually
chased battery driven toys that insisted on leaving his
demonstration table as if under alien control and determined to
escape the TV studio, many a grownup has been reduced to
fits of laughter, tear stained cheeks and holding their sides to
keep from collapsing. Nothing ever seen on TV from anyplace
was ever more unintentionally hilariously presented. Mr. Raaj
- we will miss all of this and more and may you someday
return to the Pacific television world!

Russian Express 6 began testing at 80E late in October
producing a rash of "strong signal" reports in European and
Indian satellite worlds. Of interest, no reports to our press-time
from SatFACTS readers suggesting the transponders first
tested have been primarily those with northern zone footprints.
Express has global and quasi-global coverage on 8 C-band
transponders including 3675, 3725, 3775, 3825, 3875, 3925,
4025 and 4125 MHz (find IF by subtracting above numbers
from 5150); RHC (see SF#24, p. 6).

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: l f  PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/1sth
second with ASA 1OO f i lm; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/3Oth. Use no f lash, set camera on tr ipod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadl ine for DecemberlSth issue: December 3 by mai l  (use form appearing page 34),

or SPM NZST December 4th i f  by fax to 64-9-406-1083.



THE SATELLITE
TVRO HANDBOOK

written & comPiled bY Mark Long
Founding Pubtisher of The WORLD SATELLITE ALMANAC

'/ INTERPRfrINC
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PURGHASE THE OFFICIAL SPACE PAGIFIC TEGHNTCAL
CERTIFICATION COURSE TEXTBOOK & RECEIVE A COUPON

woRTH $75 OFF THE ENTIRE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE PRIGE.
SPACE PACIFIC, in cooperation with sateUite expert Mark Long, has developed a correspondence course

for satellite professionals that provides essential training in all technical aspects of satellite TV technologr.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, SaIFACTS readers who initially purchase the course textbook will also

receive a special discount coupon worth $ ZS.OO off the US$ 394 retail price of the complete certificaton

course AIrID receive our neu, uniuersal satellite azimuth/ eleuation angle calculntion chart. Take advantage

of this opportunity to preview the contents of SPACE Pacific's new technical certification course today!

THE SATELLITE TVRO HANDBOOK
written and compiledbg Mark Long

A comprehensive introduction to all aspects of satellite
video and audio technologr covering basic satellite termi-
nology and the interpretation of satellite coverage maps;
satellite subsystem overview; satellite telecommunication
frequency assignments; video transmission and encryp-
tion standards, digital video compression and HDTV; in-
ternational satellite earth station componant guide; how
to install satellite TV receive only (TVRO) systems, modi-
fied polar mount alignment; inclined orbit satellite track-
ing guide, SMATV system design; the effects of solar out-
ages and rain fades on satellite system design, and a com-
plete lexicon of satellite terminology.

THE SATELLITE TVRO HAIIDBOOK is a stand-alone
reference that satellite professionals will refer to time and
time again. Executives and Sales personnel will learn all
of the key technical aspects that they will need to fully
understand to best serve their customers as well as gain

technical knowledge applicable to new emerging market-
ing opportunities within the entire Asia/Pacific region. In-
stallers will learn how to conduct preliminary site sur-
veys and streamline the installation process to cut installer
time and achieve the pin-point accuracy required for mini-
mum customer callbacks. 22O pages illustrated. Includes
new universal satellite azimuth/elevation angle chart!

About the SPACE PACIF.IC SHTELLITE TIl TECHNOI0GY
CORRESPOIVDENCE COIIRSE: includes the course textbook,
a one-hour SateLlite TV TechnoLogg Oueruiew videotape' 50
pages of Supplimentary Course Materials summarizing the
very latest industry developments, Course Exams, and Cer-
tificate of Graduation upon course completion.

Circle One: US$ 75 Aus$ 1O2 NZ$ f Ob
75; Aus$ 1O2: NZ$ 705; tnctusiue oJ atl sttipping and
handling Jees) together with the new uniuersat satelLtte/
eleuation angte catcuLo:tion chart and Correspondence
Course discount upgrade certificate (worth US$ 75 off to-
tal course price and valid for six months from the date of
textbook purchase).

Name:

City State
Moilform together with poyment to:

SPACE Pacific
P.O. Box 30, Mangonui,
Far North, New Zealand

(VISA Orders-> Fax: 64-9-406-1083

Zip_ Countq4
Tel:- Fax:
V isa :#
Exp. Date: Signature:

anywhere in the United States.)

T

T']E ESSENTIAL TVNO EQUATIONI
TEC'INICAL KNOWLEDGE =

'ilCNEASED SAIES &
CUSTONEN SATTSFACTION

Company:
Address

[Not available for sale or shipment to customers located
, anvwnere rn tne unlteo Jlates., It '
l - - -  - - - - J



NOW you se i t  -  now you don't .  Temporary 142.4E
1F1375 S-A MPEG 1.5 (D9222 receiver) format

programming from Phi l ippines includes two most ly
Engl ish language services; RPN-9 and ABC-S. Both
are changing out to PowerVu "soon" and moving to

153E (see tex t ) ,

Steffen Holzt (New Caledonia) reports successful reception
from Optus 83 Galaxy service using 3m Ku-rated Australian
built dish. Signal, however. is subject to momentary dropout
and he believes another 2dB of system antenna gain might do
the trick.

Filipino RPN-9 and ABC-5 are sharing an MPEG 1.5 (S-A
format) bouquet on IF of 1375 on 142.4E. The service can be
identified but not accessed using a D9222 receiver at this time
(see photo and caption, above). One Filipino source tells SF
that when the two services shift to l53E and PowerVu, the
parameters wil l be: IF1445, symbol rate 4.88, FEC 314. If
(and that is E) these numbers are conect, the 1445
transponder could be in the upper half of RAJ's old lFl475
powerhouse global beam pattern service. And that would
certainly play south of the equator. So keep an eye peeled on
l53E for signs ofactivity there.

David Leach, others in NSW and Queensland reports P2lP3
reception from CNNI (IF1170) and other vertical side
ffansponders from ApStar I at 138E. This is a change, perhaps
caused by repointing the satellite which previously was not
even detectable except in far northern Australia.

Robin Colquhoun (Auckland),  others report  STAR
TV's AS2 37OO and 3740 MPEG test bouquets

recent ly shi f ted f  rom FEC 112 to 3/4 with many test
signals seen late in October.
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New Zealand's only stockist of preused tansmit
capable antennas - our stock presently consists

of the following equipment:

o 1 only 2o compliant 13 metre standard 'B' Vertex
antenna with 4 port circular feed and Cassegrain

sub-reflector
o I only 3o compliant 10 metre Scientific-Atlanta

antenna with 2 port linear feed and Cassegrain
sub-reflector

o 1 only 4.6 metre Andrew Ku Band antenna with 2
port feed and Gregorian sub-reflector

o 3 only 5 metre Sat Com Technologies transmit
rated Ku band antennas

o 1 only 3.7 metre Comtech transmit antenna with
Seavey transmit feed horn

A selection of receive and transmit
electronics including tracking equipment and
motor drives with 15 to 50 ton azimuth and

elevation jack screws.

Pacific Antennas Limited is the major
stockholder in New Zealand Teleport

Holdings Limited, a teleport 90%
construction completed. This facility has a
standard 'B' 13 metre Vertex antenna with

auto tracking capabilities. These companies
can individually or collectively joint venture,

lease, sell, operate or install all of the
above equipment. We have the necessary
licensing in place and the hardware has
been installed for New Zealand's first

privately owned independent standard 'B'
uplink teleport. To learn more about

business opportunities available, contact
Bryon G.G. Evans.

Pacific Antennas Limited
PO Box 265. Whangaparaoa (Auckland), NZ
Tel/fax 64-9-424-0841 / Mobile 025-789-160

rimited



TECHNICAL DETAILS -MediaNet Internet Packaqe
The MediaNet "Net On Air" service now on offer through the

Deutsche Welle transponder on AsiaSat 2 requires some basic
understanding of how high speed data can be married to a
television signal and then transmitted world-wide via satellite.

MediaNet turns out to be a clever reconfiguration of selected
Internet materials organised as "electronic magazine pages"
using the full colour capabilities of a PC and monitor. The user
receives a box containing the following:
/ Multifunctional decoder
/ Software package
/ Adapter (SCART) lead (please also see enlarged report

beginning on p. 14 of this issue of SaIFACTS)
/ (parallel) Connecting cable
y' Instruction manual (one hopes it is in Englishl)
/ Net 0n Air "reception license"
In the standard configuration, the decoder is connected to a

SCART plug on the satellite receiver. Lacking a SCART
putput, the user will need to do some video lead configuring to
make the connection.

The new 1996 AV.COMM
SATETLITE TV CATATOGUE,
contains up to the minute
information on all available
satellites and equipment needed
to receive them.

Contains detailed
information on over
2lX) products covering all
aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For your FREE copy of the new
1996 AV-COMM CATALOGUE
simply complete the coupon and
send to: AV-COMM PIY. LfD.

P.O. Box 225, Balgowlah NSW 2093.
r - - - - - - - - -
I veS eany, ptease send me a FREE copy of the

1996 AV-COMM Sateilite TV Catatogue.

AV.COMM PTY LTD
'  A,C.N.002 174 478

198 Condamine Street.
Batgowlah NSW 2093

Tel: (02) 9949 741719948 2667
Fax: (02) 9949 7095

Pfrcne: {

MediaNet Net On Parameters / Requirements
o Satellite: AsiaSat 2 (100.4E)

o Transponder: European bouquet (4000 horizontal;
rF1 150)

o Programme channel: Deutsche Welle, #1
o Receiver format: Any MPEG-2 (free to air capable) IRD

(integrated receiver decoder)
o Analogue reference: lf CCTV on lF 1310 or 1430

horizontal is "clean" in analogue, MPEG reception from
European bouquet should also be clean

o Bonus to Net On Line: In European bouquet, 5 TV
programme channels (Deutsche Welle, MCM Music, TV5
Paris, RAI Intemational, RTVE Spain) + 13 radio service

channels, all with same receiver tuned to same lF

o PC should be 386 processor or higher, and,
o Equipped with Windows 3.11 or higher (i.e, Windows g5)
o Parallel interface (printer connection goes to Net On Line

decoder)
O 10 MB of free hard drive memory for programme +

memory to receive the Net On Line data flow
O VGA card with 256 colours or more

o Mouse
o 3.5" disc drive

I Net On Line decoder is driven by video output line from
IRD when tuned to Deutsche Welle service

Internet is 'edited' for "family use' and a daily schedule
advises when various segments of Internet are available.
Using the soffuvare, you select what you want to review by
entering search words, web site addresses. lt is akin to a TV"program schedule' in this way as certain subjects or topics
appear to the scheduled at various times of day. However,
with the software in place, you need only tell it what you wish
and it will do the rest unattended.

In addition to the Net On Air Internet, you will also receive
monthly:

/ Access to on average 1,000 'shareware' packages per
month covering a variety of interests (from games to data
protection programs)
/ Detailed Deutsche Welle programming guides
y' The decoder also acts as a Teletext decoder for all other

channels offering normal teletext service, including the ability
to display and print through your PC teletext pages

The Net On Air software can be user configured to create
your own save files, sequence of viewing, compilation of
continuing material of the same subject on hard drive or disc.
As the data updates to a schedule, daily, you can build
ongoing files on virtually any topic you wish from sport scores
world-wide to financial news trends. All of this is at the
direction of your point and click mouse operated sofh^/are
program.
Information?

At SPRSCS '97 in special sessions January 23124 and 25,
from AV-COMM (Australia) and Bay Sateltite (NZ) or from
Thoma Net On Air at fax 49-9855-9777-20.



A most incredible year to date - more than 50 new television programme Ghannels available and for
properly equipped and located viewers in the South Pacific, another 50+ by April lgg7. TO STAY
INFORMED of the South Pacilic satellite revolution enter your SaIFACTS subscription TODAy!

fl ENTER ny 12 M0NTH subscription to SaIFACTS starting with DECEMBER 15rh issue (rates below)
fl ENTER my 36 MONTH subscription t0 SaIFACTS starting with DECEMBER 15th issue (rates below)

NAME
Company (if applicable)
Mailins Address
Town/City Country
Amount  to  send:  1 year  -  NZ$40/AS75/$US4O (outs ide NZ and Austra l ia)  or  3  years -  NZ$1OO/

A$175/  US$1OO i f  by cheque.  VISA? See form below and return wi th  order .  Return to :
SatFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North (NZ) or i f  by V|SA by FAX to 64-9-406-10g3.

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA CARD
(and PLEASE erSO COMPLETE TOp pORTroN AS WELL!)

Please charse mv VISA_Qar(L as follows:
tr one Year of SatFACTS MONTHLY (r{z$40iA$75rus$40)

I Three years of SatFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$100/A$175rus$100)
I satuLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet (t{z$l0/A$12lus$10)

I One year of COOP'S TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$125lA$125ruS$125)
I The WORLD of SATELLITE TV-1992 edition (NZ$15/A$20ruS$20)

Name (as it appears on VISA card)

VISA Card Number:

VISA Card Expiration date:
Instructions: If ordering by mail, return this complete (3-part) card (SatFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far

North, New Zealand); if ordering by FAX, send full card as single sheet to 64-9-406-1083.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SaIFACTS MONTHLy: order Form

U SATELLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for the layman
with contributions from world famous science writer Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the system seller
explain dish ownership to prospective customers, from SPACE Pacific. NZ$10/ A$12lUS$10 by fast post.
I COOP's TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business person in
satellite TV and allied industries. Ten issues per year, jam-packed with information you will not findanyplace
else. "Coop" routinely culls more than 60 monthly publications, $1,500 per year newsletters, Internet and his
hundreds of private contacts to keep you up to date on the REAL changes underway in telecommunications.
Conveniently issued near first of the month, provides excellent time-line-filler between mid-month issues of
SatFACTS. Now in 4th year, airmail world-wide. Normally NZ/AruS $250 per year; for limited time S1oh otf
offer at NZ/A/US$125.
tr WORLD OF SATELLITE TV
turns him or her into a satellite TV pro!
special offer only NZ$ I 5/A$20ruS$20.

- 1992 edition. The famous Mark Longhandbook that takes a novice and
1996 edition $45 or more; this



o New programming sources seen since November lst:

oChanges(signal1evel,transponder,progra1nmingcontent)inpre-exi'ti' '@

November 1st:

. Other (including changes in your receiving system):

Note: Please use P1-5 code when describing reception quality *d."""iu"r IF * RF settines.

Your name
TowrVCity
Make/Size dish LNB Receiver

Mail: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand. Fax: 64-9-406-10g3

-ANALOGUE SIGNAL REPORTTNG-
P5 > Ful ly above threshold (no sparkl ies, tear ing) in 27 or greater bandwidth

P4 > At or above threshold with reduced bandwidth
P3 > With reduced bandwidth, some sparkl ies but st i l l  sat isfactory DTH viewing

P2 > signi f icant noise in video, noise in audio even at reduced bandwidth
Pl > Must be an "enthusiast, '  to watch!

.DIGITAL SIGNAL REPORTING-
DPs > Never a hint of  "mosaic t i les" or f ree framing, studio qual i ty at al l  t imes

DP4 > Occasional mosaic t i l ing, f reeze framing (no more often than 4 t imes per hourl
DP3 > Mosaic t i l ing, f reeze f  raming typical ly 5 to 1o t imes per hour

DP2 > Mosaic t i l ing, f reeze frame (dropout) so frequent as to be annoying
DP1 > Recept ion most ly wi l l  not lock but does occasional ly br ief ly lock

THE GREATEST SHoW in the Pacific this year for satell i te and all ied areas of interest. Speakers from Europe, North
America, Asia and the Pacific. Hands-on sessions designed to equip you for the explosion in digital delivery ano
Internet via satell i te coming during 1997! ALL ENTHUSIASTS are invited to attend - whether members of SpACE or
NOT!

I ypS - send me SPACE SPRSCS '97 show packet!
I am f am NOT I a member of SPACE Pacific.
NAME
Address
Town/City

Return to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far
North, New Zealand or fax to 64-9-406-1O93



PROMAX Signal Strength
Meters for:

I F M  T U H F  T V H F
I SATELITTE I CABLE TV

Gough Technology supply leading brands in
their respective fields. With ISO 9Ob2
certification, our customer sales and support
service is guaranteed to meet your highest
expectations.

PROMAX top quality test and measurement
equipment:

I

I

I

I

t

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

MILLIVOLT METERS

DISTORTION METERS

AUDIO TESTERS

PATTERN
GENERATORS

LOW DISTORTION
LF GENERATORS

Freephone 0800-80 -20-20
Freefax 0800-68.20.20
Email: sales@goughs.co.nz

l i!:J'i*::::::::,,,,,,, 1 h'*#yl:*: s 376 3,24 1 W:',::::::.,,, -,,GOUGH
-
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